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Solar energy driven photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is a clean and powerful approach for
renewable hydrogen production. The design and construction of metal oxide based nanoarray photoan-
odes is one of the promising strategies to make the continuous breakthroughs in solar to hydrogen con-
version efficiency of PEC cells owing to their owned several advantages including enhanced reactive
surface at the electrode/electrolyte interface, improved light absorption capability, increased charge sep-
aration efficiency and direct electron transport pathways. In this Review, we first introduce the structure,
work principle and their relevant efficiency calculations of a PEC cell. We then give a summary of the
state-of the-art research in the preparation strategies and growth mechanism for the metal oxide based
nanoarrays, and some details about the performances of metal oxide based nanoarray photoanodes for
PEC water splitting. Finally, we discuss key aspects which should be addressed in continued work on real-
izing high-efficiency metal oxide based nanoarray photoanodes for PEC solar water splitting systems.

� 2019 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press.
1. Introduction

Energy and environment challenges pose a growing threat to
the sustainable development of mankind in the 21st century
[1,2]. The current global energy consumption is still mainly depen-
dent on the fossil fuel, which brings out the emissions of CO2 in
large quantities and consequencely promotes global warming
and climate change. Global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel use were
35.9 Gt in 2014. The world economic development has brought
about a growing demand for energy. Therefore, the urgent need
to find clean and renewable energy sources is of great importance
for releasing sustainable developing society.

Hydrogen fuel as an energy carrier is abundant, the most effi-
cient and produces no CO2 emissions when used in a fuel cell
[3,4]. It is not a greenhouse gas and can be generated from renew-
able resources. Therefore, hydrogen fuel represents one of the most
promising alternatives that can simultaneously reduce a country’s
dependence on fossil fuels and significantly reduce environmental
pollution [5–17].
2. Towards photoelectrochemical cell

2.1. The principle of photoelectrochemical cell

Solar energy as a kind of clean and renewable energy source
holds the great potential for tackling the energy and environment
issues in future. The solar energy irradiates the surface of the Earth
(up to 1.2 � 105 TW) every year. Thus, the amount of solar energy
reaching the surface of the Earth every hour can fully supply the
global energy consumption over a whole year. However, the solar
energy is the form of intermittency, spatial and temporal variabil-
ity, and geographical dispersion, suggesting that a solar energy
harvesting and storage system must be more energy efficient and
cost effective.
emical
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Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is one of the most
promising ways towards solar energy utilization, which can use
semiconductors to convert solar light and water to hydrogen fuel.
The pioneering work in 1972 was made using TiO2 by Fujishima
and Honda [18]. A PEC cell consists of two electrodes separated
by an ion-exchange membrane (Fig. 1a), where the photoanode is
made of an n-type semiconductor and the photocathode is made of
a dark metal electrode. The family of the PEC semiconductor mate-
rials is not very big, and the commonmaterials and their band edge
positions relative to water redox potentials are also shown in
Fig. 1b. When the semiconductors are irradiated by sunlight, the
n-type material is used in photoanode to produce holes for the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) (Eq. (1)), while electrons flow to
the photocathode for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (Eq.
(2)). There are some p-type materials that have been developed
to construct a tandem cell [8]. The former is a four-electron reac-
tion, which is much more difficult than the latter with a two-
electron reaction. The overall water splitting reaction is shown in
Eq. (3), which is an endoenergetic reaction with a Gibbs free energy
DG0 = 237.2 kJ mol�1 per mole of H2 produced (according to the
Nernst equation, DE = 1.23 V). In addition, the OER undergoes ther-
modynamic limitations, the conduction band minimum (CBM) for
the semiconductor should be more negative than the H+/H2 energy
level, whereas the valence band maximum (VBM) must be more
positive than the O2/H2O energy level. Meanwhile, they also have
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of a photoelectrochemical cell. (b) Band e
relative to NHE and to the vacuum level.
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intrinsic kinetic constraints and the resulting semiconductors were
widely reported with absorbing photons energies greater than
2.0 eV [19,20].

2H2Oþ 4hþ ! O2 þ 4Hþ E0
O2=H2O

¼ 1:23 V vs: RHE ð1Þ

2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2 E0
Hþ=H2

¼ 0 V vs: RHE ð2Þ

H2O ! H2 þ 1=2O2 DE ¼ 1:23V ð3Þ
For a PEC cell, the semiconductor materials need to meet some

critical requirements such as suitable band gap for optical absorp-
tion, charge transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces, the cat-
alytic behavior of the electrode materials, and appropriate valence
and conduction band positions relative to water oxidation and
reduction potential, high resistance to photocorrosion. Despite
large efforts have been made, the reported solar-to-hydrogen effi-
ciency (STH) efficiency is still far below the practical requirement.
For example, Si and III–V compounds can achieve high photore-
sponse, they still suffer from photocorrosion in water electrolyte
even using passivation/protection layers [10]. Metal oxides with
their advantages including low cost, good chemical stability, and
environmental friendliness, therefore, most of the PEC studies are
mainly focused on metal oxide based photoanodes to enhance
their PEC performances [21–23].
dge positions of semiconductors in contact with an aqueous electrolyte at pH = 7,

ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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For metal oxide photoanodes, only few wide band-gap metal
oxidematerials (such as TiO2 andZnO) can straddle thewater reduc-
tion and oxidation potentials. However, their large band gaps
impose restrictions on the absorption of visible light. For the narrow
band-gap metal oxides (such as Fe2O3 and BiVO4), their CBMs are
more positive than the H+/H2 energy level, and therefore, the exter-
nal bias is needed to apply to split water. In addition, their poor elec-
tronic conductivity and short carrier diffusion length lead to
significant electron-hole recombination loss. In conclusion, most
of the PEC studies have been focused on addressing these limitations
by various strategies such as chemically surface modifications
through elemental doping, co-catalyst deposition, ultra-thin over-
layer protection, anchoring organic dyes, plasmonic materials or
quantum dots, as well as the nanostructuring of photoelectrode
material.

There are some excellent documented review papers to address
the critical issues in recent years. For example, most works about
fundamental principles of PEC cells and nanostructured designs
with various morphologies for enhanced PEC water splitting have
been reviewed [2,21,24]. More recently, one-dimensional (1D)
nanoarray structures with tailorable morphologies, elemental dop-
ing and homo/heterogeneous junction were reviewed [23,25,26].
The fundamental aspects of protection strategies and protection
layer approaches and their stabilities for achieving stable solid/liq-
uid interfaces and the charge transfer mechanism through the pro-
tection layers for both photoanodes and photocathodes have also
been documented [27].

2.2. Calculation of solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency

To provide cross-comparisons of the performances of innovative
materials, the standard calculations need to be established. In the
PEC cell, several measurements have been used to declare the fig-
ures of merit of photoelectrodematerials. The evaluation properties
have the following parameters such as: (i) the applied bias photon-
to-current efficiency (ABPE), (ii) incident photon-to-current effi-
ciency (IPCE), (iii) absorbed photon-to-current efficiency (APCE),
and (iv) solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency (STH).

The comparisons of ABPE and STH require that the measure-
ments are performed under illumination by artificial light sources
with an Air Mass 1.5 Global Filter at a given power density of
100 mW cm�2. Usually, ABPE, IPCE and APCE are measured under
applied bias in a 3-electrode PEC configuration. To unify the elec-
trochemical parameters in the 3-electrode PEC configuration, the
calculations can be addressed by referring the applied bias to the
Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE) according to the Nernst
equation:

ERHE ¼ Eref þ E0
ref þ 0:059 pH; ð4Þ

where Eref is the measured potential referred to the used reference
electrode (RE) (e.g., Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE), Ag/AgCl, Hg/
HgO, etc.); E0

ref is the potential of Eref with respect to the Standard
Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) at 25 �C and the pH is that of the
electrolyte.

Basically, the photoelectrode conversion efficiency is usually
determined with external bias applying between the working
(WE) and the counter electrodes (CE). The so-called ABPE for a
water-splitting photoelectrode that requires an applied bias can
be evaluated using the equation:

ABPE ¼ JPh � ð1:23� VappÞ
Plight

; ð5Þ

where Vapp is the applied voltage versus RHE; JPh is the externally
measured photocurrent density under bias Vapp, and Plight is the
power density of the illumination.
Please cite this article as: Y. Qiu, Z. Pan, H. Chen et al., Current progress in develo
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Another evaluation measurement of PEC properties of a photo-
electrode material is represented by IPCE. IPCE is a measure of how
efficiently the PEC cell converts the incident light into electrical
energy at a given wavelength. It is usually used for understanding
current generation, charge recombination, and diffusion mecha-
nism in the PEC cell. IPCE is relative to three important efficiencies
using the equation:

IPCE kð Þ ¼ LHE� gcs � gct; ð6Þ
where LHE is light harvesting efficiency of a photoelectrode
(LHE = 1� 10�A, A is the absorbance at certain wavelengths); gcs is
charge separation efficiency of a photoelectrode; gct is charge trans-
fer efficiency at the semiconductor–electrolyte interface. The mea-
sured IPCE can be expressed as:

IPCEðkÞ ¼ 1240� JPh
k� Plight

� 100%; ð7Þ

where Jph is photocurrent density (mA cm�2), Plight is light
power density (mW cm�2) at k, and k is wavelength of incident light
(nm).

By integrating the photoelectrode of incident photon flux den-
sity and IPCE(k) over the wavelength (k) of the incident light, the
short-circuit photocurrent density (JSC) of the PEC cell under AM
1.5 G illumination are generally calculated as:

JSC ¼
Z

q� F kð Þ � IPCE kð Þ � dk; ð8Þ

where q is the electron charge, and F(k) is the incident photon flux
density of AM 1.5 G at wavelength (k).

APCE is also a powerful measurement way for determining the
collected current per incident photon absorbed, which is relative to
IPCE and the number of charge pairs generated per incident
photon. Therefore, when referring to the Lambert–Beer’s law
(A = –log(I/I0)), APCE can be expressed as:

APCE kð Þ ¼ JPh kð Þ
eI kð Þ � 1� 10�A

� �� 100%: ð9Þ

The overall STH water-splitting efficiency of a PEC cell should be
estimated under solar AM 1.5 G illumination and unbiased opera-
tion. There are three types of connections for overall PEC water
splitting. One is that the photoanode and the photocathode are
connected together in a short-circuited way, the other is that the
photoanode or the photocathode is integrated with a photovoltaic
cell to achieve a self-driven PEC cell. The STH conversion efficiency
can be expressed as:

gSTH ¼ JPh � 1:23� gF

Plight
� 100%; ð10Þ

where JPh is the photocurrent density during unbiased operation,
1.23 V is the standard-state potential for water splitting, gF is the
Faradaic efficiency of evolved hydrogen, and Plight is the power of
the incident illumination, taken here as 100 mW cm�2 for the AM
1.5 G spectrum at one sun intensity. gF can be calculated by:

gF ¼
Hydrogen evolution measured

Hydrogen evolution based on photocurrent

¼ Hydrogen evolution measured
ðJPh � S� tÞ=2F � 100%: ð11Þ

where Jph is the photocurrent density (A cm�2) generated during the
measurement time t (seconds); S is the illumination area of the pho-
toelectrode (cm2); F is Faraday constant (96485.3 C mol�1). The
amounts of evolved gases can be analysed by gas chromatography
(GC). In addition, the STH conversion efficiency can also be deter-
mined by the calculation of the amount of H2 molecules.
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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gSTH ¼ rH2 � DG
Plight � S

� 100%; ð12Þ

where rH2 is the average rate of hydrogen production (mmol s�1)
measured with a gas chromatograph or mass spectrometer, DG is
the change in Gibbs free energy per mole of H2 produced
(237 kJ mol�1), and S is the illuminated electrode area (cm�2).

Besides, the Mott–Schottky (MS) analysis is also an important
tool to evaluate the properties of photoelectrodes. It can be com-
monly used to determine both dopant density and flat band poten-
tial at semiconductor/liquid contacts. In flat electrodes the
capacitance per unit area of surface is expressed as:

1
C2 ¼ 2

eee0Nd
V � VFBð Þ � jT

e

� �
; ð13Þ

where e is the electron charge, e is the dielectric constant of photo-
electrode material, e0 is the permittivity of vacuum, Nd is the dopant
density, V is the potential difference across the semiconductor space
charge region, VFB the flat band potential, and jT

e is a temperature-
dependent correction term.

When extrapolating 1/C2 to zero, the intercept at the X-axis cor-
responds to the flat band potential. The positive slope means an n-
type semiconductor property, otherwise it behaves as p-type. For
the dopant density (Nd), the following equation can be used for
calculation:

Nd ¼ 2
eee0

dV

d 1
C2

� �
2
4

3
5: ð14Þ
2.3. Briefing of the review

In this Review, we first provide details about the importance of
hydrogen energy. The second part is the introduction of the struc-
ture, work principle and their relevant efficiency calculations of a
Fig. 2. (Color online) Various strategies (a–d) for preparing metal oxide based
(hydro/solvothermal growth), CBD (chemical bath deposition growth), TB (template-bas
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PEC cell. The following three parts are a summary of the state-of
the-art research in the preparation strategies and growth mecha-
nism for the metal oxide based nanoarrays. The four part gives
details about the performances of metal oxide based nanoarray
photoanodes for PEC water splitting, mainly including TiO2 based
photoanodes, ZnO based photoanodes, WO3 based photoanodes,
BiVO4 based photoanodes, Fe2O3 based photoanodes. The article
will end with an overall conclusion and our outlook to the future
direction in the metal oxide based nanoarray photoanodes.
3. Various methodologies and mechanisms for preparation of
metal oxide based nanoarrays

Metal oxide based nanoarrays are emerged as one of the most
promising structures, as it can offer several advantages to boost
the performances for PEC water splitting. Specifically, the kind of
nanoarray electrodes can have efficient charge transfer at the semi-
coductor/electrolyte interface despite a short hole diffusion length
because the hole only needs to diffuse across the radius of the
nanoarrays. However, owing to poor optical absorption or bad
chemical stability of some semiconductors, various strategies have
been used to prepare the metal oxide based nanoarrays for
enhanced PEC water splitting activities. In addition, the low elec-
tron mobility in metal oxide nanoarrays can be an obstacle because
electrons must transport along the nanoarrays to reach the electri-
cal contact. In this section, we will introduce the various method-
ologies and mechanisms developed for the synthesis of metal oxide
based nanoarrays, including homo/heterogeneous branched
structures and core/shell architectures. These unique structures,
involving 1D nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes, nanospikes and
nanocones, 2D nanoflakes and nanowalls, 3D inversed opals (IO),
have been designed and prepared by a variety of techniques, rang-
ing from vapour-phase growth, solution-based growth, and
vapour-solution combination growth. The strategies can be classi-
fied into different categories as follows (Fig. 2).
nanoarrays. VLS (vapor-liquid-solid growth), VS (vapor-solid growth), HT/ST
ed growth), and EC (electrochemical growth).

ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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3.1. Preparation of metal oxide nanoarrays

As shown in Fig. 2, the first step involved in all categories is to
prepare 1D, 2D and 3D metal oxide semiconductor nanoarrays by
mainly using vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) or vapor-solid (VS) growth,
solid-liquid-solid (SLS) growth, hydro/solvothermal (HT/ST)
growth, chemical bath deposition (CBD) growth, template-based
(TB) growth, and electrochemical (EC) growth.

3.1.1. Vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) or vapor-solid (VS) growth
The VLS/VS growth has been well developed and often used for

1D metal oxide synthesis with high-quality crystallinity. Recently,
several comprehensive reviews on 1D metal oxide nanomaterials
synthesized by the VLS/VS growth can be found in the literature
[28–35].

In 1960s, the VLS synthetic method was first proposed by Wag-
ner and Ellis [36]. The process of the VLS method can be classified
into three important steps: (i) metal alloying, (ii) crystal nucle-
ation, and (iii) axial growth. Firstly, to form metal alloying by the
VLS growth method, the proper choice of a metal catalyst is one
of the important steps for growth of nanowire arrays. The selected
metal catalysts should be inert and must form a eutectic mixture
with the target material. In addition, they should be a low vapor
pressure at the growth temperature. Therefore, gold as the catalyst
is frequently used for the VLS method. In this regard, when using
patterned metal catalysts on the growth substrate, nanowire
arrays with different patterns can be prepared. Secondly, after
alloying the metal catalyst and target material to form the liquid
alloy droplet, the vapor precursor which contain the target mate-
rial is easily absorbed into the droplet due to a high sticking prob-
ability and a large accommodation coefficient at the droplet
surface [37]. Continuous absorption of the vapor precursor leads
to achieving supersaturation. When the concentration of target
material continuously increases, crystal nucleation starts at the
solid–liquid interface. Finally, because the nucleation requires less
energy, the further dissolution of target materials induces axial
growth of nanowire arrays on the substrate. While the VS growth
takes place when the nanowire crystallization originates from
the direct condensation from the vapor phase without the use of
a catalyst. Under high temperature condition, the source materials
are vaporized and then directly condensed on the substrate in the
low temperature region. The initially condensed molecules form
seed crystals which serve as the nucleation sites for further con-
densation. The VLS/VS method presents many advantages such as
production of highly anisotropic single-crystalline structures on
different substrates, growth at a specific site with a uniform size
and relatively mild synthetic conditions.

By using the VLS/VS growth method, for example, ZnO
[34,38,39], WO3 [40,41], Sb:SnO2 [35,42], and Sn:In2O3 (ITO) [43–
45] nanoarrays have been synthesized to enhance their perfor-
mances for PEC water splitting. Some cases will be described in
detail below. For instance, a dense ZnO nanowire array on a thick
film has been homogeneously synthesized on a-plane sapphire
substrates over large areas through one-step VLS growth [38,39].
The vertically aligned ZnO nanowires on the a-plane sapphire sub-
strate have straight and smooth sidewalls. The diameter of the ZnO
nanowires is uniformly distributed around 60 nm with a length of
the nanowires of about 2 lm. The roots of the ZnO nanowires are
electrically connected through a thick ZnO underlayer [26,27].
Similarly, Lee et al. [45] reported that ITO nanowires can be grown
vertically on ITO substrates with the length up to 50 lm and the
diameter of �100 nm by the VLS method. The length of the grown
ITO nanowires is almost proportional to the consumed source
amount.

Additionally, by hot-filament-assisted VS growth, WO3 nano-
wires array film grown on FTO substrates are typically 2–3 lm
Please cite this article as: Y. Qiu, Z. Pan, H. Chen et al., Current progress in develo
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length with diameters in the range of 40–70 nm. While the mor-
phology of some WO3 samples grown on tungsten substrates
exhibited vertically oriented platelets that are 400–500 nm wide
and 80–100 nm thick. The synthesis involves the chemical-vapor
transport of metal oxide vapor-phase species using air or oxygen
flow over hot filaments onto substrates kept at a distance [40].
Recently, a similar synthesis, namely flame vapor deposition
(FVD), has been developed by Zheng group for growing 1-D metal
oxide arrays [46–50]. The method has several advantages over
other physical methods: (1) high material crystallinity and purity,
(2) rapid growth rates due to the high temperature achieved by
flames, (3) low-cost and scalability due to the atmospheric condi-
tion, volumetric chemical heat generation, and continuous opera-
tion, and (4) great flexibility in tuning the oxidation states and
morphologies of as-grown nanostructures by varying various flame
synthesis parameters. In particular, they present an improved ver-
sion of FVD that decouples the substrate temperature and WOx

vapor concentration, and opens up a new regime of fast, uniform
and dense growth of 1-D nanoarrays at low substrate tempera-
tures. Interestingly, the as-grown WO3 nanowires on FTO glass
substrate have a diameter down to 30 nm and a length of more
than 3 lm.

Thermal oxidation VS growth method is also developed to pre-
pare metal oxide nanoarrays on metal substrates [51,52]. The
direct thermal oxidation of metals to metal oxide nanoarrays is a
simple approach with large-scale growth capabilities. The first case
of oxidation of metals was established in 1950s [53]. Recently, the
oxidation of Fe forms a-Fe2O3 nanoarrays, respectively, which
show potential in PEC cells [54–58]. Specifically, doped iron oxide
nanoflakes grew on an FTO glass substrate can be operated at rel-
atively low temperature (<500 �C). The procedure comprises steps
of magnetron sputtering of alloyed thin film and thermal oxidation
treatment in air. The hematite nanoflakes can form a large area and
uniform film with a thickness of �50 nm [57].

There are also other physical vapor deposition methods (e.g.
active ballistic deposition [59,60] and oblique-angle deposition)
is another very important method for vapor deposition of oxides
to prepare metal oxide nanoarrays for use in PEC water splitting.
For example, the high-density and aligned TiO2 nanorod arrays
with well-defined lengths were grown on ITO substrates via
oblique-angle deposition. The as-obtained TiO2 nanorods have
lengths of 800–1100 nm and widths of 45–400 nm with an anatase
crystal phase [61].
3.1.2. Solid-liquid-solid (SLS) growth
For the SLS growth, it is a solution synthesis of single-crystalline

III–V, II–VI, IV–VI semiconductor nanowires, which was first pro-
posed by Buhro’s group in 1995 [62]. The process of SLS method
is similar to the VLS method. The difference is that the catalyst is
a metal with a low melting point (<350 �C) such as In, Sn, and Bi
and organometallic precursors are served as the source of the tar-
get material [28,63]. The SLS growth has been proposed to explain
the formation mechanism of ZnO grown on Zn substrate [64]. The
continuous oxidation growth of ZnO nuclei on ZnO substrate and a
polar hexagonal and highly anisotropic crystalline of ZnO itself
lead to the ZnO nanorod arrays. The nanorods are single crystalline
wurtzite structure with a length longer than 10 lm. In addition,
the method has been also applied to synthesis of metal chalco-
genide branching onto metal oxide nanoarrays, which exhibits
improved photocurrent in PEC cells [63,65].

Interestingly, without any catalysts, the electrical field can be
applied to achieve the anisotropy growth. For example, Shin
et al. [66] have prepared Cu2O nanorod arrays by electrochemical
flow-based solution-solid growth in a flowing electrolyte of
ultra-dilute CuSO4. They found that the Cu2O nanorods can reach
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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4 lm in length by the prolonged deposition time up to 24 h, while
the lateral growth was effectively suppressed.

3.1.3. Hydro/solvothermal (HT/ST) growth
The HT/ST growth is a general solution method of preparing

metal oxide nanoarrays on various substrates for applications in
PEC cells [33,34,67]. In 1845, the first case of the hydrothermal
growth of crystals was reported by German geologist Karl Emil
von Schafhäutl, who grew microscopic quartz crystals in a pressure
cooker [68]. The reaction process involves the soluble metal salts in
an aqueous/organic solution or a mixed aqueous and organic solu-
tion in an autoclave under high temperature and high pressure
conditions. During the HT/ST reaction process, supersaturation
can be achieved by cooling down the temperature. The crystal
nucleation starts on the surface of growth substrate (with/without
seeds) and subsequent oriented growth leads to the crystals align-
ment on the desired substrate. In general, the target nanoarrays
tend to grow on its seed layer through an Ostwald ripening process
and then convert a stable state with lower energy.

With the aid of the method, for instance, ZnO [69–77], TiO2

[61,78–87], WO3 [88–93], a-Fe2O3 [94–98] and BiVO4 [99–101]
nanoarrays have been fabricated and used in PEC water splitting
cells. Specially, the ZnO nanowires can be vertically well aligned
on a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrate with the nano-
wire density of �3 � 109 wires cm�2. Homogeneous growth of
these nanowire arrays can be obtained in the diameters of 80–
130 nm and the lengths of 1–2 mm, which depends on the growth
time [70]. Additionally, the homogeneous and dense film of rutile
TiO2 nanowire arrays can be prepared on an FTO glass substrate.
The as-prepared nanowire lengths are 2–3 lm, and the nanowire
diameters are in the range of 100–200 nm, consisting of a bundle
of smaller nanowires with diameters of 10–20 nm, which largely
relies on the preparation conditions [78]. Photocorrosion stable
WO3 nanowire arrays were synthesized by the ST technique on
an FTO glass. WO3 morphologies of hexagonal and monoclinic
structure, ranging from nanowire to nanoflake arrays, can be tai-
lored by adjusting solution composition with growth along the
(0 0 1) direction. The nanowire length varies from 500 to
1500 nm, tapering in width from base (100 nm) to tip (30 nm).
While the nanoflake is a thickness of 20–30 nm and a height of
1–6 mm [89].

Another hydrothermal ion exchange method is crucial for
preparing metal oxide nanoarrays. Vast achievements have been
made by some groups using this powerful strategy in creating inor-
ganic nanomaterials with charming morphologies and composi-
tions [102]. For example, Gong group describes a simple
hydrothermal anion exchange method to synthesize Bi-based bin-
ary metal oxides with controlled morphologies. This synthesis pro-
cess uses BiOI as the template and Bi source, which is eventually
converted to Bi-based porous nanoflake photoanodes upon reac-
tion with MOx (M =W, V, and Mo)-containing precursors [103].

3.1.4. Chemical bath deposition (CBD) growth
The CBD growth is also a useful method that is able to grow

metal oxide nanoarrays. The synthetic method requires in its sim-
plest solution containers, which thus can be employed for large-
area batch processing or continuous deposition. The growth of
array thin films strongly depends on parameters like bath temper-
ature, pH of the solution, molarity of concentration and time. The
formation mechanism of the method is based on solution-solid
growth, also involving two steps, nucleation and oriented crystal
growth.

There are many cases with high-quality arrays that can be
grown by the CBD technique. For instance, Wang et al. [104]
reported different Sb2O3 nanoarrays, which were prepared by con-
trolling the SbCl3 concentration during the synthesis process. By
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controlling the SbCl3 concentration during the synthesis process,
dense rod-like nanobars, nanoprism arrays and needle-like
nanocrystals can be observed. Oh et al. [105] reported that the
ZnO nanorod arrays also can be grown on a ZnO seed layered
FTO glass using the microwave-CBD method. When the growth
time was prolonged from 5 to 40 min, the ZnO nanorods varied
from 120 to 1,100 nm in length and 50 to 200 nm in diameter.

3.1.5. Template-based (TB) growth
The TB growth is a popular method for the preparation of metal

oxide arrays for PEC use [106–114]. It employs a template on the
substrate to grow/deposit the desired materials via a certain chem-
ical or physical approach, following by removing the template. The
porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO), silica nanosphere and poly-
styrene (PS) nanosphere films are widely used as templates [115].
For examples, a facile method was successfully developed to fabri-
cate TiO2 nanotube and nanowire arrays through an AAO template-
based Ti(OC4H9)4 hydrolysis process. The wall thickness of the TiO2

nanotubes can be controlled by adjusting the concentration of Ti
(OC4H9)4 solutions [115]. BiVO4 inverse opal (IO) photoanodes
were prepared by depositing a precursor solution into an assem-
bled PS colloidal crystal template and subsequent solidification
and template removal by calcination. The as-prepared BiVO4 IO
photoanode consisted of wormlike particles with sizes of 50–
100 nm with the thickness of about 500 nm [116,117]. In the same
way, the mesoscopic IO was prepared using 100 nm PS colloidal
crystal templates. TiO2 was deposited into the interstices of the
colloidal crystals by CVD using TiCl4 and water vapor precursors
or an atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique. The TiO2 IO struc-
ture was then obtained by removal of the polymer colloidal crystal
template by calcination [106,118]. The thickness and size of TiO2 IO
structure depend on the PS template. Recently, we have tried to
use an inverse nanocone AAO template to fabricate a FTO nanocone
array grown on glass. The AAO template with filling with FTO
nanocone array was prepared by an ultrasonic spray pyrolysis
(USP) method using Sn and F salt precursor. The resultant FTO
nanocone array on glass was achieved by heat treatment and sub-
sequent template removal [119]. In the ordered structure, the
cones have uniformly a bottom diameter of around 1 lm and a
height of 1.5 lm with a pitch of 1.5 lm. More recently, a Nb-
doped SnO2 (NTO) nanobowl array was prepared, using a monolay-
ered SiO2 template formed by the Langmuir-Blodgett method. The
FTO glass with the SiO2 template was sprayed with the NTO pre-
cursor and then subjected to annealing at high temperature. The
�300 nm thick NTO bowls was obtained via calcination and SiO2

removal [108].
Another TB growth of metal oxide arrays was achieved by the

self-sacrificed template method [120,121]. In general, during form-
ing the target materials, the template easily reacted with the pre-
cursor solution simultaneously. The result was that the tubular
nanostructures were formed. In virtue of this method, ZnO nanoar-
rays were widely used as self-sacrificed templates for preparing
other metal oxide tubular arrays. For instance, when NH4TiF6 and
HBO3 were selected as reagents, TiO2 nanotubes formed with the
simultaneous dissolution of the ZnO backbone [121,122]. In addi-
tion, the sol–gel reaction of a Ti precursor with a ZnO array lead
to the formation of a well-aligned and freestanding TiO2 nanotube
array by controlling the rate of hydrolysis of the Ti precursor [123].

3.1.6. Electrochemical (EC) growth
The EC growth of metal oxide arrays mainly involves anodiza-

tion, electrodeposition (ED) and electrochemical etching. The
anodization technique is widely used because of its controllable
and reproducible results, as well as the feasibility to tune the size
and shape of tubular arrays. In addition, it is a cost-effective
method and the nanotube arrays prepared via this method have
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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good adherent strength. Over the last decades, nanotube arrays
such as TiO2 [124–126], Fe2O3 [127–130] and Ta2O5 [131] have
been prepared and used in PEC cells. The formation of tubular
structures through electrochemical anodization is a complicated
process, mainly including the following steps: (i) formation of
oxide layer, (ii) pore formation and deepening of the pore, (iii)
incorporation of adjacent small pores into a big pore, (iv) earlier
nanotube arrays formation, and (V) formation of perfect nanotube
arrays [132,133].

There are excellent review papers reported on the preparation
and applications of anodic TiO2 nanotubes [134,135]. Specifically,
in a typical experiment, a clean Ti foil is anodized in a fluoride-
based electrolyte using carbon rod as counter electrode under 10–
60 V. Usually, acetic acid, HNO3, H3PO4, H2SO4 or citric acid are used
to adjust the acidity. The crystalline TiO2 nanotubes are obtained by
annealing at high temperature. In general, the diameter and length
of the as-formed nanotubes can be adjusted over a wide range with
applied voltage, electrolyte, anodization time, temperature, etc.
[84,124–126,136–138]. Similarly, a-Fe2O3 nanotubes can be pre-
pared by potentiostatic anodization of iron foil in an ethylene glycol
electrolyte containing NH4F and deionized water [139].

Besides the tubular structure, other morphologies and struc-
tures can be achieved by anodization technique, including
nanosheets, nanowires and nanospikes. For example, Peeraki-
atkhajohn et al. [130] have prepared the vertically aligned a-
Fe2O3 nanosheets on Fe foil substrates by changing anodization
parameters. The nanosheets with average lateral size of around
200 nm and heights of 500–700 nm are interconnected to form
house-of-cards structure.

The ED growth is also a powerful technique for synthesizing
metal oxide arrays, which has been widely used in PEC cells
[96,140–143]. The formation of metal oxide arrays using ED
growth has the following steps: (i) nucleation on conductive sub-
strates or on seed surfaces; (ii) oriented growth of metal oxide
arrays, which depends on their intrinsic structures. Photoactive
ZnO nanoarrays have been widely prepared and investigated their
photocatalytic properties [144,145]. The ZnO nanoarrays formed
by the ED method exhibit different shapes and morphologies by
simply changing the deposition potential, deposition temperature,
time, and composition of the precursor solution [146,147]. In addi-
tion, a series of p-type BiOIxCl1–x nanoplatelets have been synthe-
sized with the assistance of p-benzoquinone. The thickness of the
as-obtained thin film is about 1 lm. The electrochemical reduction
of p-benzoquinone has more positive potential than Bi3+ to make
the electrodeposition of BiOIxCl1–x possible. In the deposition pro-
cess, when the p-benzoquinone was reduced to hydroquinone at
the working electrode, it consumes H+ ions and results in the local
pH increase, which triggers the precipitation of BiOIxCl1–x [148].
CeO2 nanorod arrays grown on Ti substrates in a large scale based
on a seed-assisted electrochemical growth mechanism by a facile
template-free electrochemical approach. The nanorods with about
200 nm in diameter and about 7.2 lm in length grew vertically
from a CeO2 layer [149].

Electrochemical etching can be applied to grow ZnO nanotube
arrays for PEC water splitting [150–152]. Briefly, ZnO nanorod
arrays were firstly prepared by HT or ED methods mentioned
above. The subsequent tubular morphology was formed by the
proton generated from anodic splitting of water and defect-
selective etching of the ZnO nanorods along the c-axis. The pre-
pared ZnO nanotube arrays have a wall thickness of few tens of
nanometers.

3.1.7. Precursor arrays based growth
The precursor array based growth is also a vital candidate for

the formation of metal oxide arrays. The key of the method is to
construct the precursor arrays. The subsequent metal oxide arrays
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can be obtained by heat treatment or other treatment [153,154].
For example, for the HT/ST preparation of a-Fe2O3 nanowire/rod
arrays, in general, the FeOOH nanowire arrays were first grown
on various substrates, such as Pt, W, Ti, and FTO glass, following
by annealing to form a-Fe2O3 nanowires/rod with their (1 1 0)
direction perpendicular to the substrate. The growth aqueous salt
solution contains FeCl3 and NaNO3 or urea instead of NaNO3

[155,156]. The thickness of a-Fe2O3 arrays formed on FTO depends
on the reaction parameters. Additionally, a-FeF3�3H2O can be
grown on FTO-coated glass in large quantity at a low supersatura-
tion level by a facile solution growth. The subsequent thermal
treatment in air leads to porous semiconducting a-Fe2O3 nano-
wires with a high aspect ratio. 150 independent measurements
on the length and diameter of a-Fe2O3 nanowires yield an average
length of (6.5 ± 2.3) lm, an average diameter of (84 ± 38) nm, and
an average aspect ratio of 99 ± 70 [157]. Similarly, FeOCl nanosheet
arrays were deposited on FTO glass substrates through a CVD
method and further converted to porous a-Fe2O3 nanosheet arrays
by heat treatment [158]. The thickness of the nanosheet is typically
50–60 nm, with a height of around 1 lm. After the annealing treat-
ment, the nanosheet surface becomes much rougher with porous
morphologies, mainly consisting of nanoparticles of 60 nm.

3.2. Preparation of homo/heterogeneous branching structures

A single metal oxide array structure is difficult to meet the
requirements such as sufficient optical absorption and strong light
trapping capability. A smart design of new architectures is of great
importance for enhancing PEC water splitting performance. Com-
pared with 1D metal oxide nanoarrays, the arrays with homo/
heterogeneous branching structures are one of the promising can-
didate architectures due to the increased contact surface at the
electrode/electrolyte interface and the direct charge carrier trans-
port pathway in both the trunks and branches. The VLS, HT, CBD,
ED methods and their combinations have been developed to pre-
pare a wide variety of homo/heterogeneous branches on metal
oxide array structures with improved PEC performance.

The preparation mainly contains three-step processes: (i) the
first step is to prepare the metal oxide arrays as backbones/stems
through the above-mentioned methods; (ii) the subsequent pro-
cess is to generate the intermediate metal catalysts, seeds, defects
on the surfaces of backbones; (iii) the final VLS, SLS, HT, CBD, ED
growth of different branching structures onto the backbones are
utilized. The key is the second process, which determines the qual-
ity of the branching growth. Without the intermediate metal cata-
lysts, seeds and defects, no branches can be observed [159].

The intermediate metal catalysts are usually utilized to prepare
homo/heterostructured branching arrays [160–162]. For example,
a combination of the reductive successive-ionic-layer-adsorption-
reaction (SILAR) and the SLS growth approach were implemented
to assemble a 1D oxide-1D chalcogenide heterostructured pho-
toactive film. Bi nanoparticles derived from bismuth precursor
were used as catalysts to grow chalcogenide nanowires on ano-
dized 1D TiO2. The as-grown chalcogenide branched nanowires
has a length ranging from 200 nm to several micrometers, depend-
ing on their growth time. The resulting ‘‘treelike” photoactive
architecture demonstrates improved PEC performance [65].

The intermediate seed growth is also a popular method to pre-
pare homo/heterostructured branching arrays [73,163–165]. The
seed layers can be generated by seed nanoparticles/layers coating
and precursor converted methods [54,143,163–167]. The former
mainly involves spin coating, magnetron sputtering, and ALD of
seed nanoparticles/layers [143,160,167,168]. For example, Ren
et al. [143] studied the ZnO branching growth by various seed coat-
ing methods. They found that a ZnO nanorod cluster structure
formed when a partially covered seed layer was applied to the
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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nanorods. On the partially covered seed layer, high solution con-
centrations or application of an electric field gave rise to a nanotree
structure. When a completely covered seed layer was applied to
the nanotrees, a nanotree structure was always formed. Kargar
et al. [54] prepared ZnO/CuO heterojunction nanowire branches,
where the ZnO branches were achieved by the seeding layer
assisted HT method. The thin ZnO seeding layer deposited on
CuO nanowire substrates was obtained through RF magnetron
sputtering using a 99.99% ZnO target and in argon gas. The as-
obtained ZnO branches have an average diameter of 25 nm and a
length of � 120 nm.

The latter is that the seed layers are prepared from the different
precursors, including sol solution precursors, hydrolysable com-
pounds, and other precursors. The sol solutions are useful for the
seeded growth. For instance, the ZnO sol solution (zinc acetate
and ethanolamine in 2-methoxyethanol) was used to grow ZnO
seed layers onto photoactive metal oxide trunks (such as TiO2,
ZnO, FeOOH, etc.) by calcination [164,165,169]. In the same way,
Pang et al. [135] used the TiO2 polymeric sol to make the TiO2 seed
layers for growing the secondary TiO2 branches. The as-grown
branches possess a cone shape with an average length of 90 nm
and a base diameter around 15 nm. Heat-induced hydrolysable
compounds are usually used to form seeds or direct branching
growth [170]. For instance, our group used a diluted TiCl4 solution
that was hydrolyzed to the deposition of a dense seed layer. The
subsequent HT and CBD growth leads to 3D hyperbranched hierar-
chical TiO2 nanowires [171]. The as-obtained hierarchical nano-
wires are approximately 150 nm in length and 50 nm in
diameter. The hyperbranches have an average diameter and length
of about 10 and 50 nm. Wang et al. [111] reported the heterostruc-
tured TiO2 nanorod@nanobowl arrays consisting of rutile TiO2

nanorods grown on the inner surface of arrayed anatase TiO2 nano-
bowls. The branched TiO2 nanorods were formed through the HT
growth using an aqueous mixture of tetrabutyl titanate and
hydrochloric acid. After 5 h growth, both the bottom and the walls
of the bowls are covered by the arrayed nanorods about 100–
200 nm in width and 1–2 mm in length. The reaction involves seed
nucleation and Cl-induced c-axis growth. The acidic precursors
consisting of Fe2+/Fe3+ salt and nitrate salt are often used to
construct hierarchical heterogeneous arrays [121,169]. The
thermal-induced hydrolysis will lead to FeOOH seed nucleation
and subsequent growth of FeOOH nanostructures on stems. The
as-grown FeOOH nanorod branches have 30–50 nm in diameter
and 200–300 nm in length. The similar experiments can be also
found in other reports [35,42,169,170,172]. For other precursors,
for example, Zhang et al. [163] reported that a ZnS shell structure
formed by ion-exchanging reaction in S2� contained solution could
be converted to a ZnO layer, which was served as a seed layer to
grow secondary branching. The average lengths and diameters of
the ZnO secondary branches were measured to be about 200 and
30 nm, respectively. ZnO spines generated by a CBD method using
a stirred aqueous solution of NaOH and zinc acetate at appropriate
temperature can be also acted as seeds for secondary branching
growth [159,173]. After 3.5 h stirring, the lengths and diameters
of the branches are �200 and 20–50 nm, respectively. Further-
more, when these spines were acted as seeds, they can even be
developed into multi-junction nanowires.

The surface defects have been well recognized for realizing the
branching array structures [174,175]. It is noted that a one-pot
synthesis can generate the branching structure. For example, Yang
et al. [175] have grown ordered tree-like rutile TiO2 nanoarrays on
the surface of Ti film by an acid vapour oxidation method. Each of
the trees can reach ca. 3 lm in height and has a diameter of ca.
280 nm. The HCl acid played an important role that it acted not
only as catalyst for the generation of rutile phase but also the cor-
rosive agent to introduce defects on the trunk. The branches form a
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4-fold symmetry with the trunk due to a homoepitaxial interface
originated from defects.

In general, two-step synthetic methods are usually carried out
to prepare the branching nanoarrays. For instance, we have synthe-
sized homoepitaxial ZnO nanowire/nanodisk arrays by a two-step
HT method. The first HT growth generates defects on the surface
of ZnO nanowires. With these surface defects, the nanodisk growth
solution containing Zn(NO3)2, hexamethylenetetramine and
sodium citrate can induce the secondary growth of ZnO nanodisks
[73]. The as-grown nanodisks have the lateral diameter of the nan-
odisks of about 150–250 nm, and the thickness can be decreased to
about (17 ± 5) nm through controlling the concentration of sodium
citrate. Zhang et al. [176] reported the screw-like SnO2 nanostruc-
ture formed by growing thread-like SnO2 nanosheets (SNSs) onto
rod-like single-crystalline SnO2 nanowires (SNWs). First, the CVD
growth method was used to prepare SnO2 nanowire arrays with
Au layers as catalysts. Second, the screw-threads made of SnO2

nanosheets were prepared by a HT method. The outer diameter
of the SNWs@SNSs was increased up to 300–340 nm compared
to the pristine SNWs (80–100 nm). Additionally, a two-step ED
growth was applied to synthesize hierarchical ZnO nanoarays
[177]. Firstly, ZnO microsheets were grown on FTO substrate by
cathodic deposition. And then, the hierarchical ZnO nanorod arrays
were obtained through sequential electrodeposition on the FTO
substrate coated with ZnO microsheets. These ZnO nanorods have
a diameter of 200–300 nm and a length of about 1.7 lm. More
recently, MoS2 nanosheets were deposited on IO-BiVO4 photoan-
ode by a facile HT method. The growth solution was sodium
molybdate dihydrate and thioacetamine were dissolved in deion-
ized water [117]. After the deposition of MoS2, the MoS2
nanosheets are uniformly coated on the IO-BiVO4 samples. The
wall thickness was increased to 30 nm for the MoS2/IO-BiVO4 sam-
ple, and the pore diameter decreased to 150 nm accordingly.

Besides the above strategies, it is noted that the crystal epitaxial
growth can realize the branching structures. For example, Gu et al.
[166] reported that a seeded heteroepitaxial growth of ZnO nanor-
ods can be selectively grown on TiO2 nanorod tips by restricting
crystal growth on highly hydrophobic TiO2 nanorod film surfaces.
Because the lattice mismatch between the (0 0 1) planes of rutile
TiO2 and the (0 0 2) planes of wurtzite ZnO is lower. Another case
is b-FeOOH/SnO2, which can form heteroepitaxial interface [178].
Because the (3 3 0) planes of FeOOH and the (1 0 1) planes of the
SnO2 have the lower interfacial lattice mismatch. Interestingly,
the distinct crystallographic planes of SnO2 trunk can induce differ-
ent preferential growth directions of secondary FeOOH nanorod
branches, leading to six-fold symmetry. The FeOOH can be trans-
formed into a-Fe2O3 by heat treatment. Inspired from the idea,
Sn-doped a-Fe2O3 nanorod branches supported on SnO2 nanowire
arrays were prepared with enhanced PEC performance [162]. The
average length of the nanorods is estimated to be about 70, 130,
and 160 nm for 2, 4, and 12 h, respectively. The diameter of the
NRs is found to be 40, 50, and 60 nm for 2, 4, and 12 h, respectively.

3.3. Preparation of core/shell metal oxide array architectures

To increase the PEC performance and stability for solar water
splitting, the core/shell metal oxide arrays with particular func-
tions at the semiconductor–water interface are often proposed.
They mainly contain the forms of type-II junction, p-n junction,
Z-scheme system and hot-electron injection. Some of shell layers
also play important roles in resistance photocorrosion, surface
state passivation, and HER or OER activity enhancement.

3.3.1. Type-II junction
As schematically depicted in Fig. 3a, the type-II heterojunction

is defined to be the staggered alignment of the energy bands at
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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the interface. This type of heterojunction can reduce recombina-
tion losses and accelerate electron transport and extraction, which
is beneficial to the PEC water splitting cells. To realize the hetero-
junction structures, solution methods including SILAR, CBD, HT, ED,
ALD, ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) and the combination of solu-
tion coating and subsequent calcination, have been employed usu-
ally to deposit the functional layers onto the trunk arrays
[141,179].

The SILAR method is one of the most popular coating methods
for achieving core/shell structures. During last two decades, the
SILAR method has emerged as one of the solution methods to
deposit a variety of metal chalcogenide thin films on metal oxide
arrays for PEC water splitting. The SILAR method is inexpensive,
simple and convenient for large area deposition. The prime
requirement for obtaining good quality metal chalcogenide thin
film is the optimization of preparation parameters such as concen-
tration of the precursors, nature of complexing agent, pH of the
precursor solutions and adsorption, reaction and rinsing time dura-
tions etc. [118,180–83]. CdS, CdSe, ZnS, ZnSe or their composites
were usually deposited on ZnO, TiO2 and SnO2 arrays
[73,176,182,184–187]. For examples, Zhang et al. [188] reported
on the preparation and PEC performance of the CdS/CdSe@ZnO
core/shell nanoarrays. The photoanode comprising of a ZnO nano-
wire array decorated by conformal CdS/CdSe composite shells was
prepared by a spin-SILAR method in which different ionic (cation:
Cd2+, anion: S2– or SeSO3

2–) precursors were spin-coated sequen-
tially onto ZnO nanowire arrays without rinsing steps and the
CdS or CdSe quantum dot layers were built up layer by layer. The
thickness of CdS or CdSe can be controlled by changing the spin-
SILAR cycles. Kim et al. [186] deposited an approximately 8 nm
thick CdS layer onto TiO2 nanowires by SILAR method, exhibiting
an improved PEC water splitting performance.

The CBD and HT growth methods are also adopted to fabricate
the type-II heterojunction array structures [189]. For example,
the TiO2 sheath on Sb-doped SnO2 (ATO) nanowire array was
achieved using a facile CBD method [42]. The growth solution
was a TiCl4 aqueous solution with high pH. The shell layer thick-
ness increased from 10 nm at 24 h growth to 70 nm at 144 h
growth. The spherical TiO2 particles of about 3–15 nm in diameter
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were uniformly attached to the nanowire along its entire length.
Fan et al. [189] demonstrated that the shell g-CN structure on
TiO2 nanorod arrays was achieved by ST growth. The ST reaction
was implemented using 25 mL of acetonitrile as the solvent, vari-
able concentrations of cyanuric chloride and melamine with a fixed
molar ratio of 2:1 as the precursor. Zhang et al. [190] have synthe-
sized SrTiO3 shell on TiO2 nanotube arrays by the HT method. Here,
the TiO2 nanotube arrays acted as a structure-directed template for
the formation of the TiO2–SrTiO3 heterostructure. A piece of a TiO2

nanotube array stripe was immersed in the solution of strontium
hydroxide. The autoclave was sealed and placed in an oven at
180 �C for different reaction times. The SrTiO3 shell was evidenced
by XPS, XRD, and STEM-EDS.

ED is also a promising technique for achieving type-II hetero-
junction array structures [191,192]. For instance, Cu2ZnSnS4 nanor-
ods modified TiO2 nanotube arrays with enhanced visible-light
activity were synthesized by using electrodeposition followed by
adopting a sulfurization treatment [192].

The ALD technique can be used in the preparation of control-
lable ultrathin films [193]. Interestingly, the ALD coating usually
forms doping at the interface after post-annealing, leading to the
formation of heterojunctions [194]. For example, Liu et al. [193]
have synthesized ZnFe2O4/a-Fe2O3 heterojunctions by depositing
ZnO films on a-Fe2O3 nanorods through the ALD technique, fol-
lowed by annealing in air. Similarly, Xi e al. [194] have fabricated
the Fe2O3/Fe2TiO5 heterojunction nanorods by a sequential process
of hydrothermal reaction, ALD coating, and post-annealing treat-
ment. Here, TiO2 thin films were deposited onto FeOOH nanorods
using a home-made ALD system at 150 �C for 90 cycles, with tetra-
kis (ethylmethylamino) titanium (IV) and H2O as precursors. After-
ward, the FeOOH/TiO2 nanorods were annealed in air at 550 �C for
2 h and another 10 min at 750 �C to form the ZnFe2O4/a-Fe2O3

heterojunction [195]. These thin film layers can be controlled from
few tens of nanometers to a few nanometers. Yuan et al. [168]
demonstrated that the WO3 nanosheets were coated conformably
by amorphous ZnO layers with the thickness of about 30 nm
through thermal ALD at 200 �C. After further annealing in the air,
the easy diffusion of Zn2+ ions into WO3 lattices led to the forma-
tion of WO3/ZnWO4/ZnO heterojuctions. The intermediate ZnWO4

layer is only a few nanometers in thickness.
The USP method is a simple and facile preparation method,

which can be used for large-scale production of the thin shell films.
The preparation requires a precursor solution, which is easily
obtainable and has adjustable component content. Since we first
developed this USP method to achieve uniform films of FTO and
Fe2O3 on the periodic nanoarrays [119,196], some researchers also
adopted this method to deposit other thin films to construct
heterojuncion structures [197–199]. For example, Hussain et al.
[197] prepared ZnFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 shells on Fe2O3 nanospikes
by the USP method. The precursor solution contains the calculated
amounts of FeCl3�6H2O and ZnCl2�2H2O/NiCl2�6H2O in different
molar ratios dissolved in ethanol. It was followed by the addition
of an appropriate amount of acetyl acetone or sodium citrate as a
complexing agent for making the metallic ion more volatile during
the USP process. A small amount of prepared precursor solution
was transferred to the evaporation chamber of USP setup, and
the resulting mist was transferred to the decomposition chamber.
The temperature in the chamber was kept at high temperature
[197–199]. The thickness of the shell growth can be controlled
by the concentration of precursor solution and deposition time.

Recently, we reported that the periodic Al/Al2O3/Ti/Pt/FTO core/
shell nanospikes can be prepared by nanoimprint, anodization,
selective wet etching, magnetron sputtering and USP. The pitch
and height can be precisely controlled and it is directly related to
the thickness of AAO and anodization time. The modification Ti/
Pt/FTO layers have some important functionalities, including
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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acting as protection layers against electrolyte corrosion of the
inside structure (Al and Al2O3), as back reflection layers to reutilize
the transmission light and as electronic injection and transport lay-
ers [196]. The photonic structure is periodically adjustable, which
can enhance broadband absorption of the desired photoactive lay-
ers such as TiO2, a-Fe2O3 and BiVO4 [29,122,200].

The process of solution coating and subsequent calcination is
widely used in the synthesis of core/shell structures [193,201–
203]. The coating mainly involves a mixed precursor solution and
a simplex salt solution. For the former, for instance, to complete
the WO3/BiVO4 core/shell nanowires, a solution containing
50 mmol L–1 bismuth and 46.5 mmol L–1 vanadium prepared by
dissolving bismuth nitrate pentahydrate and vanadyl acetylaceto-
nate in 20:1 (v/v) acetic acid/acetyl acetone was coated onto the
WO3 nanowires by drop-casting. After six cycles of coating, the
sample was allowed to dry at room temperature and then briefly
annealed on a hot plate at 450 �C for 2 min. Finally, they were
annealed in air at 550 �C in a box furnace for 2 h. The as-formed
layer has an average thickness of 60 nm [204]. Similarly, to prepare
FeVO4 shell layers, the 0.04 lL infiltration of the precursor solution
consisting of 0.2 mol L–1 iron nitrate nonahydrate and 0.2 mol L–1

NH4VO3 was spin-coated on IO-BiVO4, the samples were then kept
under air atmosphere at 500 �C about 2 h [205]. After growing the
FeVO4 shell, the average wall thickness of FeVO4 shell on IO-BiVO4

film is �26 nm. Concerning the latter, Hou et al. [206] have
reported an MgFe2O4/Fe2O3 core-shell heterojunction structure
achieved by a simple wet impregnation method followed by
annealing. Typically, the a-Fe2O3 nanorod film was immersed into
a 0.06 mol L–1 Mg(NO3)2 aqueous solution for 1 h and then dried
with a nitrogen stream. Such an immersion and drying cycle was
repeated three times to arrive a desired absorption amount of
Mg(NO3)2 on the surface of a-Fe2O3 nanorods [206]. The final
MgFe2O4 shell has a thickness of �10 nm. Furthermore, wet
impregnation is also usually applied to coating of quantum dots
(QD) and ultrasmall nanoparticles. For example, Xiao et al. [203]
reported on the preparation of the MoS2 QDs-modified WO3 nano-
platelet arrays photoanode, where the ultrasmall MoS2 QDs were
prepared by a spontaneous mild oxidant (H2O2)-triggered exfolia-
tion process. The MoS2 QDs transparent solution were obtained by
centrifugation for several times [203]. In the same way, Hou et al.
[179] coated C3N4 nanosheet onto WO3 nanosheet array by wet
impregnation. The C3N4 nanosheets was prepared by exfoliation
of bulk C3N4 obtained from directly heating low-cost melamine.

Some physical methods such as CVD [39,207] and PVD [30,185]
also were utilized to synthesize the heterojunction array struc-
tures. For example, Ai et al. [30] reported that the type-II TiO2/
CdS, TiO2/CdTe and TiO2/CdSxTe1–x heterostructured core/shell
nanowire arrays on FTO substrates were synthesized via PVD of
CdS, CdTe and the alloyed CdSxTe1–x layer onto the hydrothermally
pre-grown TiO2 nanowire arrays. Zhong et al. [39] adopted a two-
step CVD method to prepare a dense array of ZnO–ZnGa2O4 core–
shell nanowires. After shell coating, the average diameter of the
ZnO–ZnGa2O4 core–shell nanowires was estimated to increase to
about 90 nm from the initial 60 nm.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) derivatives can also be used
to form a heterojunction structure. For instance, Zhou et al. [208]
demonstrated the sulfurization of MOFs onto the semiconductor
ZnO to fabricate heterojunctions. Cellular ZnO@ZnS, ZnO@CoS,
and ZnO@ZnS/CoS heterostructured catalysts can be obtained
through the direct sulfurization of ZnO@zeolitic-imidazolate-frame
works (ZnO@ZIFs) composites exhibit excellent PEC performances.
After sulfurization treatment, the ZnO@ZnCo-ZIF was gradually
etched into hierarchically structured ZnO@ZnS/CoS along with
the color changes from light purple to gray, where the cellular
ZnO@ZnS/CoS nanorods with the uniform structured ZnS/CoS shell
were observed.
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3.3.2. P-N junction
As schematically depicted in Fig. 3b, to increase the photogen-

erated electron–hole pairs separation efficiency of photoanodes,
employing a p-n junction structure to separate the electron–hole
pairs has paid great attention [209–215]. The p-n junction has been
proven to be an efficient way of separating electron–hole pairs due
to the built-in potential with the direction from an n-type semi-
conductor to a p-type semiconductor. The growth of shell layer
on metal oxide arrays mainly includes HT, CBD, and ALD. For exam-
ple, Yuan et al. [210] conformably grew an ultrathin and continu-
ous coating of Cu2O on TiO2 nanowire array to form a truly core/
shell TiO2@Cu2O NWA via a new facile, economical, and scalable
polymer-mediated self-assembly approach, in which the polymer
serves as a stabilizer, reductant, and linker simultaneously. HT
was carried out to grow a Cu2O shell around TiO2 nanowires. The
self-assembly of Cu2O shows a highly uniform shell with a thick-
ness of �22 nm. Hao et al. [212] fabricated nanostructured TiO2@-
Ag2O p-n heterojunction arrays by combining the hydrothermal
method with the chemical-bath method. The Ag2O nanoparticle
shell around the TiO2 nanowire array was achieved in an aqueous
solution of silver nitrate and sodium hydroxide at 50 �C for 8 h.
Huang et al. [216] coated a Co3O4 thin layer onto well-aligned ano-
dized TiO2 nanotubes via ALD. The ultrathin Co3O4 film uniformly
coated onto the inner wall of the high aspect ratio (>100:1) TiO2

nanotubes with film thickness precisely controlled by the number
of ALD deposition cycles. The composite structure with �4 nm
Co3O4 coating revealed optimal photoelectrochemical (PEC)
performance.

3.3.3. Z-scheme system
As schematically depicted in Fig. 3c, the Z-scheme system pos-

sesses the great potential to achieve larger separation rate of pho-
togenerated electrons and holes. In general, the artificial
heterogeneous Z-scheme consists of two different semiconductor
photocatalysts with suitable band gaps and an electron mediator.
However, for a photoanode comprised of a hybrid array (e.g. a-
Fe2O3/WO3, a-Fe2O3/TiO2), its work mechanism is slightly different
[217–219]. For a case of a-Fe2O3/TiO2 core-shell array, when the
hybrid array is irradiated, both are excited and generate photogen-
erated electrons and holes, respectively. The photogenerated holes
on the valance band of TiO2 rapidly transport to the surface and
participate in the oxidation of water. Meanwhile, the photogener-
ated electrons from the conduction band of TiO2 recombine with
holes from the valance band of a-Fe2O3 at the interface contact,
completing the relay of the called ‘‘Z-scheme”. As a result, the pho-
togenerated charge recombination can be efficiently decreased,
and more photogenerated electrons on Fe2O3 are available to
reduce H+ to H2, leading to the enhanced PEC performance.
Recently, many ‘‘Z-scheme” nanoarray photelectrodes were made
and exhibited their improved PEC performances [121,169,220].
The synthetic methods are mainly based on HT and CBD.

3.3.4. Hot-electron injection
As schematically presented in Fig. 3d, with the coating of nano-

metals (e.g. Au, Ag and Pt) on metal oxide arrays, the hot-electron
injection mechanism was used to explain the enhanced perfor-
mances of PEC cells [29,76,163,221–233]. Owning to the positive
effect of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), the coherent oscillations
of free conduction band electrons near metal surfaces of nano-
metals can be stimulated by a wide range of electromagnetic
waves. The excited energy transfer from the nano-metals that
could improve the absorption efficiency of the adjacent semicon-
ductors, the hot charge injection to the semiconductor and the
enhanced local electric field are responsible for the PEC perfor-
mance improvement. For example, Zhang et al. [223] deposited
Au nanocrystals onto the photonic structured TiO2 nanotubes by
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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a facile photocatalytic reduction method, which was judiciously
chosen as the plasmonic wavelength of the in situ synthesized
Au nanocrystals matched the photonic band gap of the TiO2 nan-
tubes. Here, the Au nanocrystals essentially act as a sensitizer,
absorbing resonant photons, generating the energetichot electrons
from the process of the SPR excitation, and injecting them into the
conduction band of the adjacent photonic structured TiO2 nan-
otubes, finally leading to the enhancement of PEC performance.
Chen et al. [224] fabricated Au nanoparticles sensitized ZnO
nanopencil arrays by an aqueous chemical growth and subsequent
photoreduction method. The distribution of the Au nanoparticles
over ZnO nanopencil arrays is fairly uniform with an average diam-
eter of (15 ± 5) nm. The deposition of Au nanoparticles not only
enhances the light-harvesting efficiency caused by the SPR effect
of Au nanoparticles, but also prolongs the lifetime of the photo-
generated electron–hole pairs.
3.3.5. Other functionality
It is well known that the coated layer is also more frequently

considered as a protective coating against photocorrosion, a passi-
vation layer to reduce charge recombination at surface states and
increase the reaction kinetics, and an electrocatayst to boost
OER/HER activities (Fig. 4).

Depositing a protective coating can create a physical barrier
between electrolyte and the photoactive material, which enhances
the stability of photoanodes in PEC process [234–237]. In addition,
some of protective layers can also play a crucial role in surface
state passivation. The photogenerated holes can be easily captured
by the surface states and cause significant electron–hole recombi-
nation within the space-charge layer, the passivation layer can
decrease the surface recombination velocity, leading to improved
PEC water splitting performances [86,136,238,239].

In order to improve stability and enhance photocurrent of the
PEC cell, two strategies are usually adopted. One is to deposit a
hole-conducting material that is stable in electrolyte and has a
valence band level that is located between that of the photoanode
and the oxygen evolution potential of water. In this case, the
charge carriers can easily transfer from the bulk semiconductor
to the coating layer and, subsequently, to oxidize with water in
the electrolyte [240–242]. The other is to deposit the material
(mostly the conducting material) with a thin layer that is thick
enough to provide electrode protection but thin enough to allow
tunneling of holes through it or form heterojunctions. Several
efforts to improve the stability of some metal oxide arrays (e.g.
ZnO) have included using protective layers of NiOx, TiO2, WO3

and MOFs [114,243–245].
Fig. 4. (Color online) Other functionality of the coated layer.
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The coating methods contain sol-gel, precursor and heat treat-
ment, HT/ST, and CVD. For example, Hernanez et al. [246] depos-
ited a shell of anatase TiO2 onto an array of vertically aligned
ZnO nanowires using a non-acid sol–gel synthesis solution. The
TiO2 shell with a variable thickness (between 20 and 50 nm) uni-
formly covering the ZnO nanowires surface, after both the air
and N2 atmosphere treatments. The ZnO@TiO2 core–shell nano-
wires based photoanode exhibited improved PEC performance
even working in basic media. Similar improvements were also
found in other reports [75,247,248]. Carbon coating is also an alter-
native strategy for building up a protective layer against photocor-
rosion [249]. For instance, Tong et al. [250] conformably coated
with an ultrathin nitrogen-doped (N-doped) carbon film on
hydrogen-treated TiO2 nanotube arrays via the carbonization of a
polyimide film deposited by molecular layer deposition. The N-
doped carbon film was only �1 nm thick, which can not only pro-
vides a large heterojunction interface to substantially reduce the
recombination of photogenerated electron–hole pairs, but also
act as a protective film to prevent hydrogen-treated TiO2 nanotube
oxidation by electrolyte or air. Similarly, Zhang et al. [234]
reported glucose as the carbon precursor coating and subsequent
carbonization strategy to form a thin protective carbon layer on
Cu2O nanowire arrays. The Cu2O nanowire arrays coated with a
carbon layer of 20 nm thickness were found to give an optimal
water splitting performance.

Besides the coating methods mentioned above, ALD has also
been proved to be a powerful coating technique that can passivate
surface states to significantly decrease the surface recombination
velocity [239,251–254]. The method can achieve the thickness of
the thin layer with only several nanometers. The ultra-thin coat-
ings permit tunneling of holes or electrons. For example, Hwang
et al. [238] demonstrated that an ALD coated the epitaxial of rutile
TiO2 shell on TiO2 nanowires can increase the photocurrent by
approximately 1.5 times due to reduced surface trapping. The
TiO2 shells were deposited on nanowire arrays by using a home-
made ALD system at 300 �C with TiCl4 and pure DI water as the
precursors. Gui et al. [136] reported that the PEC performances of
TiO2 nantube electrodes with ALD-coated Al2O3 overlayers have
systematically been functions of processing temperature and depo-
sition cycle. The coating was performed at different temperatures
(100, 200, 300, and 400 �C) using trimethylaluminum (Al(CH3)3)
and DI water as the precursors. The optimized ALD coating deliv-
ered an enhanced photocurrent density by 0.8 times with respect
to the pristine TiO2 nanotube electrodes, mainly contributed by
the remarkably increased photoresponse in the UV region. Li
et al. [255] deposited an ultrathin TiO2 layer on conventional
hydrothermal grown hematite nanorod arrays by ALD. ALD TiO2

was conducted on a Fiji 200 system with Tetrakis dimethylamino
titanium and H2O as precursors at 120 �C. The increased PEC per-
formance is mainly attributed to the enhanced hole transfer via
surface trap at the hematite–electrolyte interface when an amor-
phous TiO2 layer is observed.

Additionally, a facile precursor-treatment approach can be an
effective candidate for effective surface passivation. The approach
was demonstrated by treating rutile TiO2 nanowires with titanium
precursor solutions (TiCl4, Ti(OBu)4, or Ti(OiP)4) followed by a
postannealing process, which resulted in the additional deposition
of anatase TiO2 layer on the nanowire surface. Among the three
precursor-treated samples, Ti(OBu)4-treated TiO2 nanowires
achieved the largest enhancement of photocurrent generation,
which is approximately a 3-fold increase over pristine TiO2 [86].

The coating of co-catalysts on the surfaces of metal oxide arrays
has also attracted great interest due to its enhanced HER/OER
activity [256,257]. In most cases, Ni-, Fe- and Co-based electrocat-
alysts have been widely used in electro-water splitting owing to
their high catalytic activity, chemical stability, and low toxicity.
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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There are various methods to deposit electrocatalysts onto metal
oxide array photoelecrodes, including HT/ST, ED, CBD, drop-
casting/spin-coating [258–262]. Typically, Feng et al. [261]
reported that Ni(OH)2 can be decorated on the surface of H-ZnO
nanorods by a CBD method. The coating is a layer of amorphous
Ni(OH)2 with a thickness of �10 nm. In comparison to the pristine
ZnO and H-ZnO nanorods, the Ni(OH)2/H-ZnO nanorods grown on
FTO glass substrates exhibit substantially higher photocurrent
density.

Amongst these methods, ED is widely used to prepare coating
layers on various photoanodes due to some advantages such as
its simplicity, cost-effectiveness, easy control of the coating com-
position and forming a very uniform coating thickness without
porosity [233]. For instance, Mao et al. [145] reported an effective
approach to improve the PEC performance of ZnO nanorod-based
photoanodes by introducing low-crystalline Ni(OH)2 electrocata-
lyst nanosheets onto the ZnO surfaces. ZnO nanorod arrays and
Ni(OH)2 nanosheets were grown sequentially by ED, forming a
core–shell structure. Here the wrinkled Ni(OH)2 nanosheets largely
increased the surface area and facilitated the PEC process by low-
ering the energy barrier of water oxidation and suppressing elec-
tron–hole recombination. Similarly, Shao et al. [258] prepared
Co/Ni based layered double hydroxide (LDH) nanoplatelets shell
on ZnO nanowires via a facile electrosynthesis method. The result-
ing ZnO@CoNi–LDH core–shell nanoarray exhibits promising
behavior in PEC water splitting, giving rise to a largely enhanced
photocurrent density as well as stability. Cobalt phosphate (Co–
Pi) is photo-electrodeposited on TiO2 nanowire arrays in Co2+ con-
taining phosphate buffer. The resulting composite photoanode
shows a generally enhanced photocurrent near the flat band poten-
tial region, and represents a 2.3 times improved photoconversion
efficiency compared to that of pristine TiO2 in a neutral electrolyte
[263].

To further boost the PEC performances of photoanodes, the
design also usually involves coating cocatalsts on various
heterostructures with different functions mentioned above
[29,109,179,264–267]. Typically, Peng et al. [268] fabricated the
p-LaFeO3/n-Fe2O3 heterojunction structure to improve the PEC
water oxidation performance of hematite. An ALD technique is
adopted to deposit La2O3 controllably on b-FeOOH nanorods, and
the p-LaFeO3/n-Fe2O3 heterojunction is achieved by post-thermal
treatment. The heterojunction is further modified by CoOx cocata-
lyst to improve the surface water oxidation kinetics.

In summary, vapour-phase and solution-phase are the two
competitive methods for growing metal oxide arrays but both have
their advantages and drawbacks. The former provides precise con-
trol of the structures and ordering but requires high temperatures
and complicated growth equipments. The obtained structures as
photoanodes exhibit enhanced PEC performances of water split-
ting, where a high crystalline quality and a well-defined interface
is generally required. Compared to vapor phase synthesis, solution
phase techniques have many advantages such as scalability, low-
cost, and easy of handling. More importantly, solution synthesis
methods allow for a greater choice of substrates, including both
inorganic and organic substrates, since solution phase reactions
occur at relatively low temperatures (25–200 �C).
4. Nanoarray photoanodes for PEC applications

4.1. TiO2 photoanodes

TiO2 has been widely studied as photoelectrodes for PEC water
splitting since it was first used in PEC by Fujishima et al. [18] in
1972. TiO2 naturally exhibits four different types of polymorphs,
i.e., rutile, anatase, brookite, and TiO2(B). For application, anatase
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and rutile polymorphs were the commonly used phases in PEC,
which show the bandgaps of 3.2 and 3.0 eV, respectively. Since a
large surface area is desired for enhancing charge separation and
performance in PEC, TiO2 photoelectrodes have been widely nanos-
tructured. Among various nanostructured TiO2 photoelectrodes,
nanoarray photoelectrodes, such as nanowire-based arrays,
nanotube-based arrays, and nanosheet-based arrays, are always
promising because of efficient charge transport without obviously
compromising surface area.

4.1.1. Nanowire-based arrays
Nanowire (NW)-based arrays are the most common kind of TiO2

nanoarrays for PEC application, which not only offer large surface
area for water splitting reaction but also provide a direct and rapid
electron transport pathway toward the collection substrate. Feng
et al. [269] for the first time grew single crystal rutile TiO2 nano-
wire arrays on FTO glass via a non-polar solvent/hydrophilic sub-
strate interfacial reaction under mild hydrothermal conditions.
The reaction solution mainly contained containing toluene, tetra-
butyl titanate, titanium tetrachloride and hydrochloric acid. The
nanowires about 5 lm in length and tens of nanometers in width
were densely packed which grew vertically oriented from the sub-
strate with a preferred (0 0 1) orientation (Fig. 5a, b). The TiO2 NW
array achieved a photocurrent density of 0.8 mA cm�2 at 0.2 V vs.
Ag/AgCl in a 1 mol L–1 KOH electrolyte under standard testing con-
ditions (AM 1.5 G illumination, 100 mW cm�2, Fig. 5c).

As shown above, the reported STH conversion efficiencies of
TiO2 NW arrays were much lower than the theoretical value (2%),
which should be mainly attributed to the high charge recombina-
tion loss for limiting charge separation and collection efficiency.
To solve this problem, Wang et al. [78] developed a hydrogenation
treatment to incorporate oxygen vacancies to suppress charge
recombination loss (or forming reduced TiO2 NW arrays). The
hydrogenation treatment well extended and enhanced light
absorption. The photocurrent density was significantly increased,
which was mainly due to the enhanced photoactivity in the UV
region. Therefore, the improved charge separation and charge col-
lection efficiency should contribute to the enhanced photocurrent.
Under the optimized conditions, the TiO2 NW arrays obtained a
photocurrent density of at 1.23 V vs. RHE under standard testing
conditions, affording a STH conversion efficiency of around 1.1%.
Further studies indicated that the carrier densities were boosted
enhanced by orders of magnitude, which could facilitate charge
transport and charge separation at the interface. Chen et al. [82]
have studied the nature of electron transport in the reduced TiO2

NW arrays that was obtained by an electrochemical reduction by
using intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy technique.
As indicated, the electron transport in pristine TiO2 NWs displays
a single trap-limited mode, whereas two electron-transport modes
were detected in the reduced TiO2 NWs, a trap-free transport mode
at the core, and a trap-limited transport mode near the surface. The
considerably higher diffusion coefficient of the trap-free transport
mode grants a more rapid electron transport in the reduced TiO2

NWs. Due to the significantly high PEC performance, more and
more reduced TiO2 NW arrays have been fabricated by various
methods to enhance PEC performance, such as flame reduction
[83], in-situ hydrothermal reduction [270].

The large bandgap of TiO2 is the major limitations in solar
energy conversion, and the theoretical solar energy conversion effi-
ciency for rutile TiO2 is only �2.5% depending on its bandgap. Ele-
ment doping is a typical approach to extend light absorption
spectrum of TiO2 nanowire arrays photoelectrodes into visible light
region. For example, Hoang et al. [271] reported the doping of TiO2

nanowire arrays with N element for PEC water oxidation applica-
tion. N-doping was achieved by the nitridation of TiO2 NW arrays
in ammonia gas flow at temperature of 500 �C. Compared to
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 5. (Color online) (a, b) Top-view SEM images of vertically oriented self-organized TiO2 nanowires grown on FTO coated glass at 180 �C for 24 h. (c) Photocurrent density
and photoconversion efficiency of a TiO2 nanowire array electrode as a function of measured potential (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 1 mol L�1 KOH under AM 1.5 G illumination. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [269]. Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society. (d, e) SEM images of branched TiO2 nanowire. (f) Chopped J-V curves under Xenon lamp
illumination using three electrode setup (TiO2 working, Pt counter, Ag/AgCl reference electrode). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [174]. Copyright (2011) American
Chemical Society.
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pristine TiO2 nanowire arrays, N-doped TiO2 NW arrays extended
light absorption region to 500 nm, which was attributed to the
introduction of N impurity states in the electronic band structure
of TiO2. Soon after, Hoang et al. [272] reported the hydrogenation
of N-TiO2 NW arrays, which could further extend light absorption
region to 570 nm and increase the PEC performance. Though N-
doping could improve the visible light utilization, it might induce
higher charge recombination loss in UV region, which suppresses
the whole PEC performance. Besides N, many other elements have
been applied to dope TiO2 NW arrays for improving light absorp-
tion ability, including C, P, F [79,273–275], Sn [276], Fe [277], Mn
[277], Co [277], Nb [278], (W, C) [279], (C, Sn) [280]. Among these
doping elements, transition metals have been proved to the most
effective ones. For example, Wang et al. [277] studied the Fe-,
Mn-, and Co-doped TiO2 NW arrays PEC photoelectrodes that were
synthesized through a hydrothermal method. All doped TiO2 NW
arrays show obviously enhanced light absorption ability and
achieved obviously higher photocurrent density. IPCE spectra indi-
cated the doped TiO2 NW arrays could convert the visible light (up
to 570 nm) to photocurrent. Fe-doped NW arrays show the highest
efficient PCE performance and the optimized Fe-doped NW arrays
achieved a photocurrent density of 2.92 mA cm�2 at 0.25 V vs. Ag/
AgCl in 1 M KOH electrolyte, affording a STH conversion efficiency
of 1.35%, which has been a highly promising value for TiO2 PEC
photoelectrodes.

In addition to element doping, sensitization was another effec-
tive way to increase light absorption. Plasmonic metal (such as Ag,
Au and Cu) can harvest visible light due to localized surface plas-
mon resonance and they could can facilitate fast transfer of pho-
toinduced electrons to TiO2 NWs. Pu et al. [281] have used Au
NPs and Au NRs to modify TiO2 NW arrays. As indicated, Au
nanoparticles could enhance electric field intensity by two and five
times in magnitude at 390 and 550 nm, respectively, while Au NRs
show 15 times enhancement at 750 nm. The combination of Au
NPs and NRs significantly enhanced light photoactivity in both
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the UV and visible regions and improved the PEC performance.
Until now, Au nanoparticle-modified TiO2 NW array photoelec-
trodes have been well reported [282]. In addition, new attempts
on other metal nanoparticles have also been studied, such as Ag
[283]. In addition to plasmonic metal, dyes or semiconductors with
narrow band gaps have also been used to enhance the photore-
sponse of TiO2 NW arrays. The commonly used dyes for TiO2 is
Ru-based complexes [284,285], while many types of semiconduc-
tor sensitizers have been adopted, such as Ag2O [212], BiVO4

[286,287], graphitic carbon nitride [288], carbon quantum dots
[289].

Though NW arrays have shown much promise in PEC, the large
grain size of NWs still limits the surface area for water splitting. To
address this issue, branching the NWs arrays with small crystals is
a promising solution. Cho et al. [174] first branched TiO2 NW arrays
with small NRs (about 50 nm long and 10 nm wide) by a seed-
assisted hydrothermal method (Fig. 5d–f). Compared to pristine
TiO2 NW arrays, the branched TiO2 NW arrays boosted the rough-
ness factor from 32 to 130. As a result, the photocurrent density
was significantly improved from 0.31 to 0.83 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V
(vs. RHE). Furthermore, the J-V curve for branch-TiO2 NW arrays
exhibited a steeper increase in current as the potential scanning
in positive direction with a saturated photocurrent density at
0.6 V (vs. RHE), suggesting the much more efficient charge separa-
tion and transport. Such successful demonstration have attracted
much attention and more and more branched TiO2 NW arrays have
been fabricated for PEC application. By growing omnidirectional,
densely packed branches on TiO2 nanowires, we have demon-
strated a 3D hyperbranched hierarchical TiO2 nanowire (HHNW)
architecture that could significantly enhance the performance of
PEC water splitting (Fig. 6). Under a solar simulator with chopped
AM 1.5 G light of 100 mW cm�2 intensity, the HHNW electrode
yielded a photocurrent density of 1.21 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V with
respect to the RHE, which was about four times higher than that
of TiO2 nanowires (0.34 mA cm�2) [171].
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Top-view and side-view SEM images of (a and b) TiO2 NWs, (c and d) HNWs, and (e and f) HHNWs. (g–i) Photoelectrochemical properties of NWs, HNWs,
and HHNWs on FTO substrates. Reproduced from Ref. [171] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.1.2. Nanotube-based arrays
Compared with NW-based arrays, NT-based arrays seem to be

more promising because the thin nanotube walls would enlarge
surface area. Besides, NT array with the unique and highly ordered
structure would enable the electrolyte to permeate the entire
internal and external surfaces. Therefore, there is a constant elec-
trostatic potential along the length of the tubes. Several methods
have been developed to grow TiO2 NT arrays, such as hydro/-
solvothermal techniques [290], template-assisted methods
[115,137,291,292], and electrochemical anodization [293–297].
Among these methods, electrochemical anodization is the simplest
technique with strong operability in which way the desired con-
trollable nanostructure can be grown by adjusting oxidation
parameters. Assefpour-Dezfuly et al. [298] for the first time
reported the growth of anodized TiO2 NT by an alkaline peroxide
treatment followed by electrochemical anodization in an elec-
trolyte containing chromic acid. Then, Zwilling et al. [299] pro-
duced the first self-organized NT layers on Ti substrate by
electrochemical anodization in a chromic acid electrolyte contain-
ing fluorine ions. So far, electrochemical anodization has been
widely applied to grow TiO2 NT arrays and most of the TiO2 NT
array photoelectrodes are based on the anodized TiO2 NT arrays.

Grimes and co-workers for the first time reported formation of
uniform TiO2 NT arrays for PEC application via electrochemical
anodization in a hydrofluoric electrolyte [294,295]. Since then, a
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lot of following works on TiO2 NT array photoelectrodes for PEC
applications have been reported, and most of these works have
paid attention on adjusting fabrication processes to obtain opti-
mized TiO2 NT array photoelectrodes [297,300]. Grimes and co-
workers have systematically studied the effects of the anodization
voltages, times, nanotube lengths, and annealing temperatures on
the PEC performance [295–297,301]. Zhang et al. [302] have opti-
mized the hierarchical top-layer/bottom-tube TiO2 (TiO2 NTs) by
modifying the voltages during two-step anodization. The mor-
phologies of nanoring/nanotube, nanopore/nanotube, and
nanohole–nanocave/nanotube could be finely tuned in their work.
The optimized hierarchical TiO2 NT arrays of nanopore/nanotube
achieved a photocurrent density of 1.59 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs.
RHE under standard testing conditions.

Doping strategy has been also used to enhance light absorption
for NT array photoelectrodes. Until now, many elements have been
used as dopants. N doping could be easily obtained for the anodic
TiO2 NT arrays when NH4F-contained electrolyte was used [303].
Such N-doped TiO2 NT arrays extended the photo-response to
above 450 nm, which achieved a photocurrent density of
1.51 mA cm�2 at 1.23 vs. RHE the 1 mol L–1 KOH electrolyte.
Besides, post treatment process has also been employed to intro-
duce N element into TiO2 NT arrays. Sun et al. [304] treated the
TiO2 NT arrays in the presence of trimethylamine in a hydrothermal
process to implement N doping, while Beranek et al. [305,306]
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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fabricated the N-doped TiO2 NT arrays by heat treatment in the
presence of urea. As indicated, nitrogen doping not only leaded to
an increase in the photocurrent for both UV and visible regions,
but also significantly improves the electrode conductivity and car-
rier transport. Mor et al. [307] developed Fe-doped TiO2 NT arrays
by the electrochemical anodization using Ti–Fe metal as substrate.
Fe doping extended light absorption ranges to 570 nm and boosted
the photocurrent density to �2 mA cm�2 at 0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl in a
1 mol L–1 KOH electrolyte under the standard testing conditions.
Park et al. [308] have reported the preparation of C-doped TiO2

NT arrays by annealing TiO2 nanotube arrays under controlled CO
gas flow. Compared to pure TiO2 NT arrays, C-TiO2 NT arrays show
much higher photocurrent densities and more efficient water split-
ting under visible-light illumination (>420 nm). Besides, other ele-
ments have also been incorporated into TiO2 NT arrays, such as F
[309], S [310], B [311], P [312], Cu [313], Cr [314,315], Pd [316].

Sensitization has also been applied to increase photoresponse in
visible wavelength range. Similar to TiO2 NW arrays, TiO2 NT
arrays have also been widely modified with noble metal nanopar-
ticles for enhancing light utilization. Au nanoparticle is also the
most widely studied noble metal nanoparticles [223,317–321].
Zhang et al. [223] coupled plasmonic Au nanocrystals on TiO2 nan-
otube photonic crystal (TiO2 NTPC). Since the SPR wavelength of Au
nanoparticles matched the photonic band gap of TiO2 NTPC, such
structure significantly increased the Au SPR intensity and conse-
quently boosted the hot electron injection. As a result, the pho-
tocurrent density was significantly improved to 2.25 mA cm�2 at
1.23 V vs. RHE under the standard testing conditions. Other
nanoparticles, including Ag [317,322–324], Pt [325], Pd [326], have
also been adopted to increase light absorption. In addition to noble
metal nanoparticles, modification with narrow bandgap semicon-
ductors have also been adopted for TiO2 NT array photoelectrodes.
Tong et al. [250] conformally coated the vertically oriented TiO2 NT
arrays with an ultrathin N-doped carbon film via the carbonization
of a polyimide film. The polyimide film was deposited by a molec-
ular layer deposition which was simultaneously hydrogenated. The
core/shell nanostructure was obtained with a precisely control-
lable shell thickness. The thin shell layer well extended the light
absorption and utilization to visible region, which significantly
increased photocurrent density to 3.6 mA cm�2 at 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl
under standard testing conditions. As graphene or carbon quantum
dots can convert infrared light to visible light, and then to UV light,
Zhang et al. [327] loaded carbon quantum dots (CQD) on fabricated
TiO2 NT arrays by electrodeposition, while Song et al. [328] modi-
fied TiO2 NT arrays with graphene oxide (GO) network by a simple
impregnation method. Compared with bare TiO2 NT arrays, both
CQD and GO-modified TiO2 NT arrays could enhance light utiliza-
tion and PEC performance.

4.1.3. Other nanoarrays
In addition to NW and NT arrays, TiO2 nanocones, TiO2 nano-

walls or the integration of 1D@3D higher-order architectures was
also a feasible and highly efficient strategy to obtain enhanced per-
formance for PEC water splitting [329–331]. By using of an Al
nanocone array as a substrate, a well-defined regular array of
AZO/TiO2 core/shell nanocones with uniformly dispersed Au
nanoparticles (AZO/TiO2/Au NCA) is successfully realized by Mi
et al. [29] A remarkable PEC performance can be acquired and
the photocurrent density of the AZO/TiO2/Au NCA electrode
reaches up to 1.1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V, versus RHE under simulated
sunlight illumination, which is five times that of a flat AZO/TiO2

electrode (0.22 mA cm�2). Afterward, Hoang et al. [331] reported
a facile, scalable, and low cost chemical bath deposition of verti-
cally aligned TiO2 nanoplatelet arrays on FTO substrate. As a pho-
toanode for PEC water splitting, the TiO2 nanoplatelets show
excellent charge separation characteristics with a saturated pho-
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tocurrent of 0.4 mA cm�2 in 1 mol L–1 KOH electrolyte at 0.4 V vs.
RHE. In addition, heterostructured TiO2 nanorod@nanobowl
(NR@NB) arrays consisting of rutile TiO2 nanorods grown on the
inner surface of arrayed anatase TiO2 nanobowls are designed
and fabricated as a new type of photoanodes for PEC water split-
ting (Fig. 7a–f). Under AM 1.5 G solar light irradiation, the unmod-
ified TiO2 NR@NB array photoelectrode yields a photocurrent
density of 1.24 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V with respect to the RHE
(Fig. 7g–i), which is almost two times higher than that of the
TiO2 nanorods grown directly on the FTO substrate, owing to their
unique architecture that is beneficial to light harvest and charge
separation and transfer [111].

4.2. ZnO photoanodes

ZnO that has similar band structure with TiO2 is another suit-
able semiconductor material for PEC application. More promis-
ingly, the electron mobility of ZnO is typically 10–100 folds
higher than that of TiO2, suggesting a much higher charge trans-
port rate. However, due to the higher recombination rate in ZnO
(excitonic emission of free exciton recombination (slow) and near
surface exciton recombination (fast)), ZnO usually demonstrated
an obviously lower PEC performance than TiO2. To improve the
PEC performance of ZnO photoelectrodes, various strategies have
been developed. Among these strategies, nanostructuring is the
easiest one to nanoarrays is still the most promising photoelec-
trode structure. So far, NW-based ZnO photoelectrode are the most
exploited photoelectrode for water splitting application.

Many methods could be employed to grow NW-based ZnO pho-
toelectrode, such as hydrothermal method, electrodeposition, gas
reactions, oxidation of metal, vapor-phase transport via a vapor–l
iquid–solid mechanism, catalysis-driven molecular beam epitaxy
method. However, bare ZnO NW arrays commonly exhibited sig-
nificantly low photoelectrochemical performance compared with
bare TiO2 NW arrays. For example, the ZnO NW arrays with a
length of 1–2 lm prepared by hydrothermal method only exhib-
ited a 17 lA cm�2 at 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in a PEC using 0.5 mol L–
1 NaClO4 solution as electrolyte [70]. The ZnO NW arrays with a
length of about 3.6 lm prepared by electrodeposition also
obtained a relatively low PEC performance, a photocurrent density
of about 20 lA cm�2 at 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in a 0.1 mol L–1 potas-
sium phosphate electrolyte [332]. By increasing the length of
ZnO NWs to 13–14 lm, Chen et al. [73] largely promoted the pho-
tocurrent density to about 0.3 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V (vs. Ag/AgCl).
However, the PEC performance of the bare ZnO NW arrays is still
very low.

To improve the PEC performance of ZnO NW arrays, some effec-
tive strategies have been developed. For example, Yang et al. [70]
doped ZnO NW arrays with N element through annealing the sam-
ples in ammonia and nitrogen atmosphere. In a PEC using
0.5 mol L–1 NaClO4 solution as electrolyte, the ZnO:N NW arrays
showed a significant enhancement in photoresponse with a pho-
tocurrent density of 400 lA cm�2 at 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), consider-
ably higher than that obtained by ZnO NW arrays (17 lA cm�2).
The significant increase of photoresponse in the visible region well
accounted for the PEC performance enhancement. Such successful
doping strategy has attracted much attention, which resulted in a
lots of researches on doped-ZnO NW arrays for PEC application,
such as ZnO:N [333,334], ZnO:S [335], ZnO:B [336], ZnO:Co
[337], ZnO:Ni [337], ZnO:K [337], ZnO:Na [337,338], ZnO: (Co, N)
[339], ZnO: (Al, Cu) [340].

Surface sensitization is also an effective way to enhance the
light utilization and PEC performance of ZnO NW arrays photoelec-
trodes. Among different sensitizers, metal nanoparticle sensitizers
are of the most famous one, which not only enhanced light absorp-
tion but also improved electrical and surface properties of ZnO NW
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 7. SEM images of (a–c) TiO2 NB arrays and (d–f) TiO2 NR@NB arrays obtained after 5 h of hydrothermal growth. (g) Linear sweep voltammograms of TiO2 NB, NR, and
NR@NB array electrodes recorded in a 1 mol L�1 NaOH solution under simulated one sun illumination. (h) Chronoamperometric I-t curves for TiO2 NB, NR, and NR@NB array
electrodes collected at 1.23 V vs. RHE under AM 1.5 G illumination. (i) IPCE plots of TiO2 NR and NR@NB array electrodes collected at 1.23 V vs. RHE [111].
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arrays photoelectrodes. Wei et al. [341] applied an electron beam
evaporation process to deposit Ag nanoparticles on ZnO NW arrays.
For pristine ZnO NW arrays, the short-circuit current density is
0.089 mA cm�2, while it is 0.325 mA cm�2 for the ZnO NW
arrays/Ag. In addition to Ag nanoparticles [72,341], other metal
nanoparticles, such as Au [342–345], Pd [342], Pt [346], have also
been used enhance light absorption and photocurrent density. So
far, other types of sensitizers have also been developed for the
ZnO NW arrays photoelectrodes, such as CdTe [347,348], Fe2O3

[349], ZnIn2S4 [350], graphene quantum dots [351].
Besides enhancing light absorption, suppressing electron–hole

recombination in ZnO on semiconductor surfaces by enhancing
charge collection and separation is also an effective way to boost
PEC performance. As a result, modifying the surface of the ZnO
NW arrays with catalysts was commonly exploited to increase
PEC performance. Steinmiller et al. [332] reported a photochemical
deposition of Co-based oxygen evolution catalysts on ZnO NW
arrays. Because both photodeposition of the Co-based catalyst
and solar O2 evolution are photo-oxidation reactions using the
photogenerated holes, photodeposition inherently places Co-
based OECs at the locations where the holes are most readily avail-
able for solar O2 evolution. The catalyst not only enhanced the ano-
dic photocurrent density of ZnO NW arrays but also shifted the
onset potential of the photocurrent by 0.23 V to the negative direc-
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tion, closer to the flat band potential. Until now, more and more
catalysts have been deposited on the ZnO NW arrays to enhance
PEC performance, such as such as Co-Pi [352], nickel borate (Ni-
B) [352], Ni(OH)2 [145], CoNi-LDH [353], PtO [19].

In addition to ZnO NW arrays, branched-ZnO NW arrays have
also been fabricated and tested as water splitting photoelectrodes.
Sun et al. [354] have reported a two-step seed-assisted hydrother-
mal method to grow NR branches on ZnO NW arrays. The ZnO NW/
NR photoelectrode exhibited more than twice the photocurrent
density of the ZnO NW photoelectrode at 1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) under
one-sun illumination. The highest STH value for ZnONW/NR photo-
electrodewas 0.299%, obviously higher than that of ZnO NWphoto-
electrode (0.236%). Therefore, branched-1D nanoarrays have well
proved to be promising photoelectrode structures for water split-
ting. Zhang et al. [163] reported a new seeding strategy to grow
branches on ZnO NW arrays (Fig. 8). Firstly, ZnO NW arrays were
immersed into 1 mol L–1 Na2S aqueous solution for 3 h to form a
ZnS shell layer on ZnO NWs, followed by annealing at 500 �C for
5 h in air to convert the ZnS shell layer into ZnO seeds. Subse-
quently, the annealed samples were used as substrates for the sec-
ond hydrothermal growth of nanorod branches on ZnO NWs, in
which the aqueous growth solution contained zinc nitrate hydrate
(25.0 mmol L–1), hexamethylenetetramine (12.5 mmol L–1),
polyethylenimine (5.0 mmol L–1) and aqueous ammonia
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 8. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of the main processes for the fabrication of Au NPs modified B-ZnO NWs arrays photoelectrode. (b) Titled 30� view SEM images of
Au NPs modified B-ZnO NWs arrays. (c) Low-magnification TEM images of Au NPs modified B-ZnO NWs. (d) Linear sweep voltammetry of these photoanodes in darkness
(dotted lines) and under illumination (solid lines). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [163]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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(0.5 mol L–1). In a photoelectrochemical cell with a Pt wire, an Ag/
AgCl electrode and a 0.5 mol L–1 Na2SO4 aqueous solution as coun-
ter electrode, reference electrode and electrolyte, respectively, the
ZnO NW/NR electrodes obtained a photoconversion efficiency of
0.24%, much higher than the ZnO NW photoanodes. Similar to
ZnO NW arrays, several strategies have also been employed to pro-
mote the PEC performance of branched ZnO NW arrays. For sensiti-
zation, Au nanoparticles [163], have been investigated as
sensitizers. Though branching NW arrays was an effective approach
to promote water splitting performance. However, grain bound-
aries were present between the trunks and branches, which still
limited the charge transport rate. To solve this problem, Chen
et al. [73] have exploited an epitaxial growth strategy to eliminate
the grain boundary between trunk and branches (Fig. 9). That is,
after the growth of ZnO NW arrays, ZnO nanodisks (NDs) were epi-
taxially grown on the NWs. Such structure well increased the sur-
face area of photoelectrode and enhance light absorption capacity
without obviously compromising electron transport rate. The
exposed polar facet of ZnO ND further favor the charge separation
at the interface, which finally largely improved the PEC
performance.

4.3. WO3 photoanodes

WO3 exhibits absorption of approximately 12% of the solar
spectrum with a band gap of 2.5–2.8 eV, a moderate length of
hole diffusion (150 nm) and an electron transport ability of
12 cm2 V�1 s�1. As a photoelectrode, WO3 can achieve a maximum
theoretical conversion efficiency of about 4.8%. Though the VB edge
position of WO3 is positive enough for the water oxidation, but its
CB is not negative than the H+/H2 redox potential. Hence, oxygen
can be easily produced, but H2 can only be generated with the
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assistant of external bias potential. Similar to TiO2 and ZnO
photoelectrodes, photoelectrode nanostructuring has also been
widely employed to improve the PEC performance of WO3

photoelectrodes, and the photoelectroedes with various nanoarray
structures have been well developed.

4.3.1. Nanowire-based arrays
WO3 NW-based arrays can prove a promising material with

which to achieve efficient water photoelectrolysis, as they can offer
photogenerated charges direct electrical pathways, with reduced
grain boundaries, resulting in superior charge transport properties.
Kalanur et al. [355] have prepared WO3 NW arrays by orthorhom-
bic WO3�0.33H2O NW arrays as precursors. WO3�0.33H2O NW
arrays were first prepared by a hydrothermal method using an
aqueous solution containing ammonium paratungstate, HCl and
H2O2. After post annealing at 400 �C, WO3�0.33H2O was converted
to hexagonal phase WO3, while post annealing above 500 �C, mon-
oclinic WO3 NW arrays were obtained, which is the photoactive
phase for water oxidation. Such WO3 NWs show a single-
crystalline structure. The WO3 NW array photoanode in
0.5 mol L–1 Na2SO4 exhibited a photocurrent of 2.26 mA cm�2 at
1.23 V (vs. RHE) under AM 1.5 G illumination, which produced an
IPCE of about 35% at 400 nm. In addition to hydrothermal method,
Ding et al. [356] have employed a flame vapor deposition (FVD)
technique to growWO3 NW arrays. By simply adjusting the growth
duration, the length of the NW arrays could be well controlled. For
photoelectrochemical cell application, the optimum length was
7.2 mm, which achieved the best water splitting performance, with
a photocurrent density of 2.25 mA cm�2 (at 1.7 V vs. SCE). Kafizas
et al. [357] have applied a CVD technique to synthesize monoclinic
WO3 NW arrays with needle shape at atmospheric pressure, which
were highly oriented in the (0 0 2) plane, with the nanoneedle
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustrating the preparation processes of ZnO NWs/NDs. (b) Close-up cross-sectional image of the as-prepared ZnO NWs/NDs. (c) J-V curves of ZnO NWs/
NDs and ZnO NWs obtained under dark (D) and light illumination (L) conditions [73].
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structures stacking perpendicular to the FTO substrate. The opti-
mized photoanode consists of a �300 nm WO3 seed layer and a
�5 mm thick top layer of WO3 NW arrays. After being applied in
photoelectrochemical cells, such photoanode produced a pho-
tocurrent density of 1.24 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE with the IPCE
values of �35%–45% in the wavelength of 250–375 nm.

Similar to TiO2 and ZnO, branched WO3 NW arrays were also
reported as photoelectrodes. Zhang et al. [358] reported the WO3

NW/NR arrays by using (NH4)0.33�WO3 NW/NR arrays as a precur-
sor, which was prepared by a hydrothermal method with ammo-
nium oxalate as a capping agent. The synergistic interaction
between ammonium ion (NH4

+) and acetate ion (–COO–) was
proved to the formation mechanism of (NH4)0.33�WO3 NW/NR
arrays. After annealing, (NH4)0.33�WO3 NW/NR arrays were con-
verted to WO3 NW/NR arrays with good morphology preserving.
Compared with WO3 NW arrays, the WO3 NW/NR arrays showed
higher PEC activity, with a maximum photocurrent density of
1.3 mA cm�2 at 1.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Such high performance improve-
ment was owing to the better light-trapping capability and the
increase in active area. Liu et al. [359] have also reported the
(NH4)0.33�WO3 NW/NR arrays by one-step hydrothermal method
in the reaction solution containing ammonium wolframate, lactic
acid, ethanol and L-glutathione reduced (C10H17N3O6S). After
annealing, (NH4)0.33�WO3 was converted to WO3, but the structure
of NW/NR arrays was destroyed and the photoelectrochemical per-
formance of WO3 electrode was low.

4.3.2. Nanosheet-based arrays
Nanosheet-based arrays have also been widely investigated as

the photoelectrodes in PEC cells [360]. Amano et al. [361] for the
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first time reported the perpendicularly oriented plate-like WO3

nanostructure on FTO glass by using WO3�H2O NS arrays as precur-
sor. TheWO3�H2O NS arrays were grown by a solvothermal method
in an ethanol solution of WCl6, which were converted to WO3 NS
arrays by post annealing in air. The WO3 NS arrays structure was
preserved after annealing with the NS thickness of from ca.
95 nm to ca. 80 nm. As a photoelectrode in photoelectrochemical
cells, the WO3 NS arrays exhibited a photocurrent density of
around 1.7 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl in an aqueous electrolyte
of 0.1 mol L–1 Na2SO4. For further improving the performance of
WO3 nanoflakes based electrode, Wang et al. [360] prepared
hydrogen-treated WO3 nanoflakes. Compared to pristine WO3,
the hydrogen-treated WO3 nanoflakes show an order of magnitude
enhanced photocurrent, and more importantly, exhibit extraordi-
nary stability for water oxidation without loss of photoactivity
for at least seven hours (Fig. 10a–c). Zheng’s group also developed
a postgrowth modification method of two-dimensional WO3 nano-
flakes by a simultaneous solution etching and reducing process in a
weakly acidic condition (Fig. 10d–f) [93]. The obtained dual etched
and reduced WO3 nanoflakes have a much rougher surface, in
which oxygen vacancies are created during the simultaneous etch-
ing/reducing process for optimized PEC performance. The obtained
photoanodes show an enhanced photocurrent density of
�1.10 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, compared to 0.62 mA cm�2

of pristine WO3 nanoflakes. In addition to exploiting WO3�H2O NS
arrays as precursor, W-Fe amorphous NS arrays were electrode-
posited and used as precursor for growing WO3 NS arrays
[362,363]. After dealloying in a dilute HNO3 solution (3.5 wt%)
and post annealing in air at 500 �C, WO3 NS arrays were obtained.
In a PEC cell with H2SO4 (0.5 mol L–1) as electrolyte, the WO3 NS
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 10. (Color online) (a) SEM image of WO3 nanoflakes. (b) TEM images of WO3 nanoflakes (scale bar: 100 nm). (c) Representative I-V curves measured under 100 mW cm�2

simulated solar light. Reproduced from Ref. [360] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. (d, e) SEM and (f) HRTEM images of the dual etched/reduced WO3

nanoflakes. (f) Photocurrent density curves of four types of WO3 nanoflakes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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arrays achieved a photocurrent density of 2.25 mA cm�2 at a bias
potential of 1.5 V (vs. SCE) under light illumination of
100 mW cm�2.

In addition to exploiting other NS arrays as precursor, a direct
growth of WO3 NS arrays by hydrothermal methods have also been
well developed. Su et al. [89] reported the deposition of WO3 NS
arrays by a hydrothermal method in the acetonitrile solution con-
taining H2WO4, oxalic acid, urea and HCl, or the acetonitrile/water
solution containing H2WO4, oxalic acid and HCl. The WO3 NS
arrays were grown along the (0 0 1) direction by this hydrothermal
method. In the PEC with an aqueous solution of 0.1 mol L–1 Na2SO4

as electrolyte, the WO3 NS arrays obtained from the acetonitrile/
water solution achieved a higher performance with the IPCE values
higher than 60% at 400 nm with a photocurrent density of
1.43 mA cm�2 under AM 1.5 G illumination. Wang et al. [364]
reported a facile 2-step hydrothermal method to grow oriented
WO3 NS arrays in an aqueous precursor solution containing Na2-
WO4�2H2O, H2C2O4�2H2O and HCl. By halving solution volume
and applying a two-step strategy, the WO3 NS arrays with (0 0 2)
oriented facets were tailored to obtain the preferential growth of
WO3 NS arrays with enriched (0 0 2) facets. These WO3 NS arrays
with enriched (0 0 2) facets exhibited extraordinary PEC perfor-
mance with a remarkable photocurrent density of 3.7 mA cm�2 at
1.23 V vs. RHE under AM 1.5 G illumination, corresponding to
�93% of the theoretical photocurrent density of WO3 materials.
Through combining experimental studies and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, it was revealed that the enhanced photo-
catalytic activity and photostability of the WO3 photoelectrodes
were attributed to the synergistic effect of highly reactive (0 0 2)
facet and NS structure, which promoted charge separation and
suppressed the formation of peroxo-species.

The size of the above WO3 NS is usually large, which would
limit the active area of water oxidization. To solve this problem,
Li et al. [93] developed an etching strategy to create nanopores
in the WO3 NS by treating the as-deposited WO3 NS arrays in an
aqueous solution containing poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) and ascorbic
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acid. The obtained WO3 NS arrays have highly porous structure
with a much rougher surface. In addition, a large amount of oxygen
vacancies are created during etching. The obtained photoanodes
show an enhanced photocurrent density of �1.10 mA cm�2 at
�1.23 V vs. RHE, compared to 0.62 mA cm�2 of pristine WO3 NS
arrays.

4.3.3. Other nanoarrays
In addition to NW and NS arrays, some other WO3 nanoarrays

have been also fabricated and applied in PEC, such as NT arrays,
nanoflower arrays, nanotree arrays. Rao et al. [41] have synthe-
sized WO3 NT using FVD method. By controlling the substrate tem-
perature in the range of 530–700 �C, uniform and densely packed
WO3 single and multi-shell NTs, and NWs arrays could be obtained.
Due to high areal number density WO3 NT arrays, such FVD-grown
WO3 NT arrays could efficiently absorb light. As a result, they show
superior water splitting performance in photoelectrochemical
cells, which generated a maximum photocurrent density of
2.2 mA cm�2 at 2 V vs. Pt in 0.5 mol L–1 H2SO4, with a ABPE g of
about 0.21%. The high performance should be assigned to the abil-
ity of WO3 NT arrays to orthogonalize the directions of light
absorption and charge transport, which hence leaded to both effi-
cient light absorption and charge carrier collection. Wang et al.
[365] have prepared WO3 nanoflower arrays by a microwave-
assisted hydrothermal method in the presence of a series of
RCOO- as capping reagents in acidic conditions. The capping
reagents of RCOO- served to regulate the uniform architecture of
nanoflowers. Without capping agents, only irregular block-like
shape was obtained. In the PEC with 1 mol L–1 H2SO4 as electrolyte,
the well oriented WO3 nanoflowers arrays achieved a higher pho-
tocurrent density of 1.3 mA cm�2 at 1.4 V vs. SCE, which is much
higher than that obtained with irregular block-like photoelectrode.
Balandeh et al. [366] have grown WO3 nanotree array by pulsed
laser deposition through a self-assembly process from the gas
phase. As a photoelectrode in PEC, the WO3 nanotree array
exhibited an onset potential as low as 0.4 V vs. RHE and a saturation
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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current density up to 1.85 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V vs. RHE. This peculiar
performance was attributed to the hyperbranched structure and
the excellent optical/electronic properties. Soon after, Shin et al.
[367] also reported a WO3 nanotree array by using a pulsed laser
deposition method. Adjusting the oxygen partial pressure during
the deposition process well controlled the porosity of the WO3

nanotree array. The partially preferred alignment of the individual
WO3 nanocrystals greatly improved the charge transport property
of the WO3 nanotree array. Under simulated solar light illumina-
tion, such photoelectrode achieved a photocurrent density of
1.8 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE, which is 9 times higher than that
of a dense WO3 photoanode.

4.4. BiVO4 photoanodes

BiVO4 with a favorable bandgap of 2.3 eV for efficient light
absorption is one of the most promising PEC photoelectrode mate-
rials. As the CB is close to 0 V vs. RHE at pH = 0, due to the overlap
of empty Bi 6p orbitals with anti-bonding V 3d-O 2p states, the
external bias needed for water splitting is well reduced. As a result,
its theoretical STH efficiency is as high as 9.2% with a photocurrent
density of 7.5 mA cm�2 under AM 1.5 G illumination. However,
electron transport in BiVO4 is very poor owing to the high recom-
bination rate, affording a short carrier diffusion length of only
70 nm. Besides, hole transfer from BiVO4 to electrolyte is slow.
These two drawbacks significantly limited the PEC performance
of BiVO4 photoelectrode. So far, many strategies have been
employed to improve PEC performance, such as doping, coating
catalysts, electrolyte design, developing heterojunction, facet
selective deposition, nanostructuring. Among these approaches,
nanostructuring has been widely adopted, which would not only
offer large active area but also preserving high carrier transfer rate.

4.4.1. Nanowire-based arrays
Due to the short electron transport length, NW or NR arrays are

favorable for electron transport in photoelectrodes. However, there
are only a few works have been made on the synthesis of BiVO4 1D
nanoarrays. Su et al. [99] have for the first time reported the
growth of BiVO4 NW arrays on FTO glass by a seed-mediated
growth method in an aqueous suspension. The seed layer was
deposited by spin coating an aqueous BiVO4 precursor solution.
The BiVO4-coated FTO glass was immersed in a BiVO4 aqueous sus-
pension solution for the growth of BiVO4 NW arrays at the temper-
ature of 40–90 �C. The suspension solution mainly contained Bi
(NO3)3, NH4VO3, HNO3, NaHCO3. The obtained NWs that vertically
oriented on the FTO glass show a pyramidal shape. As a photoelec-
trode in PEC, the BiVO4 NW arrays achieved a photocurrent density
of 0.4 mA cm�2 at 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl in a 0.5 mol L–1 Na2SO4 solution.
Xiao et al. [101] have applied the similar procedure to grow BiVO4

NW arrays. After optimizing the grow temperature and duration,
the photoelectrode obtained a photocurrent density of
0.12 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE in a PEC using an aqueous solution
containing 0.5 mol L–1 Na2SO4 as electrolyte. Compared with the
state-of-art nanoporous photoelectrodes, the PEC performance
obtained by the BiVO4 NW arrays is significantly lower. Some stud-
ies indicated that reducing BiVO4 nanosize to be below its hole dif-
fusion length would significantly enhance electron–hole
separation [368,369]. Therefore, reducing the diameter of BiVO4

NWs is important to achieve high PEC performance. However, no
successful method has been developed for growing thin NWs.

To solve the above problem, some works aimed to make the
NWs porous, which preserved the NW structure and reduced the
grain size to favor hole transfer. Yoon et al. [287] prepared the
BiVO4 NWs with highly porous structure by an electrostatic spray
deposition technique. The spray solution contained BiN3O9�5H2O,
C15H21O6V and CH3COOH. The NWs were consisted of the nanopar-
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ticles about 100 nm in size. After careful optimization on deposi-
tion duration, the BiVO4 NWs photoelectrode achieved a
photocurrent density of 1.3 mA cm�2 at 1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Liu
et al. [370] utilized a multistep ion exchange approach to construct
the BiVO4 electrodes having a nanorod structure with high poros-
ity. Firstly, SnSx nanosheets films were deposited by a solvothermal
process. Then, the SnSx nanosheets films were converted to BiSx
nanorod films through a hydrothermal route in the aqueous solu-
tion containing BiCl3 and HCl. Finally, BiVO4 porous NWs were
obtained via drop casting a dimethyl sulfoxide solution containing
VO(acac)2 onto the BiSx films, followed by annealing at 450 �C in
air. The nanoparticles in the NWs were about 100–300 nm in size.
Under optimized synthesis conditions, the BiVO4 photoelectrode
show a photocurrent density of 1.67 mA cm�2 at 1.83 V (vs. RHE)
in a 0.5 mol L–1 Na2SO4 electrolyte solution.

4.4.2. Nanosheet-based arrays
As widely reported, the crystal plane structure of a semiconduc-

tor material can influence its photocatalytic and PEC activities.
Therefore, increasing the exposed active facets of BiVO4 by forming
nanosheet structure is promising. For powdered BiVO4, photocat-
alytic activity were significantly enhanced with large exposed
(0 4 0) facets [371–373]. However, there are only a few reports
on BiVO4 photoelectrodes with exposed (0 4 0) facets because the
adjacent (0 4 0) facets tend to grow together easily to form a com-
pact structure. With the aid of a TiCl3-structure directing agent (Ti-
SDA) and a seed layer, Kim et al. [374] successfully deposited a
(0 4 0)-crystal facet engineered BiVO4 nanosheet array by a
hydrothermal method. The BiVO4 NSs that show a single-
crystalline feature grew vertically/hydrothermally along the
(1 2 1) direction, with a large exposure of (0 4 0) facet. It was
demonstrated that increasing the concentration of Ti-SDA would
increase the exposed lateral side of the nanosheets due to the affin-
ity between SDA and the particular facet. As indicated, the (0 4 0)
crystal facets could accumulate photogenerated charges and sup-
press charge recombination to boost charge separation and trans-
port efficiency. As a result, in a PEC, the (0 4 0)-crystal facet
engineered BiVO4 nanosheet array exhibited a considerable perfor-
mance enhancement, obtaining a photocurrent density of
0.94 mA cm�2 at 1.23 vs. RHE under AM 1.5 G illumination.
Recently, Xia et al. [375] developed a chemical bath deposition
(CBD) method to grow BiVO4 nanosheet arrays by using NaCl as
a coordinating agent. Though NS morphology could be observed,
the NSs seemed to be stacked compactly with a small film thick-
ness (about 200–300 nm). But the large exposed (0 4 0) facets still
afford a higher PEC performance in a 0.1 mol L–1 KH2PO4 elec-
trolyte, about 1.26 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE under AM 1.5 G
illumination.

In order to further improve the PEC performance of BiVO4 NS
arrays, several new strategies have been developed. Wang et al.
[376] have grown a BiVO4 nanosheet array with (0 4 0) facets
grown vertically on FTO glass by a seed-assisted hydrothermal
method in a reaction solution containing Bi(NO3)3�5H2O, NH4VO3

and HNO3. A simple electrochemical reduction treatment was con-
ducted to create oxygen vacancies. Compared to pristine BiVO4

nanosheet arrays, electrochemical reduction drastically improved
the photocurrent density by 10-fold, reaching 2.5 mA cm�2 at
1.23 V vs. RHE under AM 1.5 G illumination. After loading CoBi
cocatalyst, the photocurrent density was further promoted to
3.2 mA cm�2, with an ABPE of 1.1%. For PEC photoelectrode, form-
ing a suitable heterojunction is also a promising approach to
enhance water splitting performance. With respect to BiVO4, Ag3-
PO4 exhibits a good energy structure match for constructing
heterojunction. Recently, the BiVO4/Ag3PO4 heterojunction based
on BiVO4 nanosheet array was investigated by Gao et al. [377].
BiVO4 NS array was also grown by the seed-assisted hydrothermal
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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method using the reaction solution containing Bi(NO3)3�5H2O,
NH4VO3, NaOH and EDTA. Through photo-deposition and elec-
trodeposition Ag3PO4 could be deposited on electron-dominant
facets and hole-dominant crystal facets, respectively. Both hetero-
junctions enhanced PEC performance and the heterojunction on
the hole-dominant facet exhibited more obvious enhancement,
suggesting a higher charge separation efficiency for these facets.

4.4.3. WO3/BiVO4 nanoarrays
Though BiVO4 is a very promising photoelectrode materials,

their PEC performance is still not very high, which is mainly lim-
ited by poor charge separation. To enhance charge separation, an
effective way is to construct heterojunction with another semicon-
ductor who has suitable energy level. In the last decade, pairing
BiVO4 with WO3 is proven to be a promising strategy to achieve
higher charge separation and improve the overall PEC performance
[378]. In 2009, Chatchai et al. [379] reported the first successful
demonstration of WO3/BiVO4 heterojunction PEC photoelectrode.
Since then many efforts on improving the efficiency of WO3/BiVO4

photoelectrodes have been reported. Among various morphologies
of WO3/BiVO4 photoelectrodes, nanoarray photoelectrodes have
attracted much attention.

Due to the higher electric conductivity, WO3 NR/NW arrays
have been widely used to support BiVO4 to form heterojunction
photoelectrodes. Commonly, WO3 NR/NW arrays were firstly
formed, followed by the deposition of BiVO4 layers. For example,
Su et al. [380] have spin coated a BiVO4 layer on the WO3 NR arrays
that were pre-deposited on FTO glass by solvothermal method.
Compared to planar WO3/BiVO4 heterojunction, WO3/BiVO4 NR
photoelectrode exhibited an enhanced photocurrent density of
0.8 mA cm�2 at 1 V vs. Pt. Then, Pilli et al. [381] prepared the sim-
ilar WO3/BiVO4 heterojunction photoelectrode using Co-Pi as cata-
lyst. The presence of Co-Pi catalyst not only improved the
photocurrent density due to the superior kinetics of oxygen evolu-
tion, but also shift the onset potential towards lower potential. In
addition to solvothermal method, some other methods have been
employed to grow WO3 NR array WO3/BiVO4 photoelectrode. Rao
et al. [204] has employed a flame vapor deposition method to grow
WO3 NR. Such WO3 NR exhibited superior electrical conductivity,
which afford a promising photocurrent density of 3.1 mA cm�2 at
1.23 V vs. RHE under standard testing conditions without using
any water oxidation catalyst. Pihosh et al. [382] reported the
growth of highly vertical WO3 NR array capped with thin BiVO4

layers by the combination of glancing angle deposition and normal
physical sputtering techniques. With the modification of Co-Pi cat-
alyst, the heterojunction photoelectrode show a stable photocur-
rent density of 3.2 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE in 0.5 mol L–1

Na2SO4 electrolyte under standard testing conditions. Soon after-
wards, instead of capping the WO3 NR arrays with BiVO4 by sput-
tering, Pihosh et al. [383] have grown a thin BiVO4 layer (thickness:
25 nm) on WO3 NR arrays to form core-shell structure. The opti-
mized WO3/BiVO4/CoPi photoelectrode exhibited a record pho-
tocurrent density of 6.72 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE under
standard testing conditions with an IPCE value of about 90% at
510 nm.

In addition to NR arrays, other WO3 nanoarrays have also been
employed to prepare WO3/BiVO4 photoelectrode. Shi et al. [384]
have grown WO3 helical nanoarrays for the WO3/BiVO4 photoelec-
trodes. The WO3 helical nanoarrays were synthesized on the FTO
glass by an oblique angle deposition method, while Mo-doped
BiVO4 was deposited on the WO3 helical nanoarrays by drop cast-
ing. Such heterojunction photoelectrode exhibited obvious advan-
tages, including single-like crystallinity for efficient charge
transportat, higher light-scattering capability for enhanced light
absorption, and large active area for improved charge separation.
The optimized WO3/BiVO4 helical nanoarrays produced a maxi-
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mum photocurrent density of 5.35 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE,
respectively. Zeng et al. [385] prepared a WO3 NS array for WO3/
BiVO4 photoelectrodes by a chemical bath deposition method.
The deposition solution contained mainly H2WO4, (NH4)2C2O4,
HCl (37%) and H2O2. Mo:BiVO4 was deposited via a spin-coating
process. The WO3/Mo-BiVO4 photoelectrode exhibited a high pho-
tocurrent density of 3.78 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE under stan-
dard testing conditions, which was further boosted to
5.38 mA cm�2 after modification with Co-Pi catalyst.

4.4.4. Other nanoarrays
The high-surface-area, nanoporous BiVO4 electrodes are

intended to improve its poor electron-hole separation yield, thus
leading to an enhanced STH conversion efficiency. Recently, we
have sequentially deposited nanoporous Mo-doped BiVO4

(Mo:BiVO4) and OER catalyst (Fe(Ni)OOH) on a 3D nanocone struc-
ture to obtain a novel nanocone/Mo:BiVO4/Fe(Ni)OOH photoanode.
The Mo:BiVO4 layer with a larger effective thickness maintains
highly efficient charge separation and high light absorption capa-
bility, which can be further enhanced by multiple light scattering
in the nanocone structure, while the Fe(Ni)OOH catalysts play an
important role in the rapid increase in photocurrent at relatively
low potential. As a result, the nanocone/Mo:BiVO4/Fe(Ni)OOH
photoanode exhibits a high photocurrent of (5.82 ± 0.36) mA
cm�2 at 1.23 V versus RHE (Fig. 11) [200].

4.5. Fe2O3 photoanodes

a-Fe2O3 with a band gap of 2.1 eV has attracted broad interest
as a water splitting photoelectrode material because of its
low-cost, earth-abundance and high theoretical STH of 14%–17%,
corresponding to a photocurrent density of 11–14 mA cm�2 under
one-sun illumination [386]. However, its disadvantages are also
obvious, such as a relatively low absorption coefficient, poor major-
ity carrier conductivity and short diffusion length (LD = 2–4 nm) of
minority carriers, meaning that enhancing light absorption by
increasing film thickness would result in serious charge recombi-
nation losses [387]. As such, nanostructure design strategy is
important to increase light absorption without increasing hole
transfer distances and electron transport pathway lengths.

4.5.1. Nanorod arrays
Using NR or NW array structures is an obvious solution to the

problems of majority carrier transport and short diffusion length
of minority carriers in hematite films. Single-crystal NRs/NWs with
small diameter would not only eliminate grain boundaries to pro-
vide a direct transport path for electrons, but also allow holes to
efficiently the reach reaction sites at surface. Takagi et al. [53] for
the first time grew a-Fe2O3 NR arrays in an aqueous solution con-
taining (FeCl3�6H2O) and NaNO3 for PEC applications. Through the
controlled precipitation of Fe3+, different morphology and sizes of
a-Fe2O3 NRs could be obtained. However, even though KI has been
used as hole scavenger, the PEC performance was very low
(IPCE � 5% at 360 nm), which was attributed to the presence of a
large amount of that bulk or surface defects.

Although the original a-Fe2O3 NR arrays show low PEC perfor-
mance, the promising structure consideration and its successful
growth and application in PEC still draw much attention. As a
result, many new methods have been developed to grow a-Fe2O3

NR arrays. For examples, many groups have adopted thermal oxi-
dation to grow a-Fe2O3 NR arrays on iron foils. Though these NR
arrays exhibited attractive morphology with diameters of 20–
40 nm and lengths of up to 5 mm, no decent PEC activity towards
water oxidation has been reported, which might result from the
presence of high defect density or impurity of suboxides.
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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Fig. 11. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the conductive nanocone substrate and electron microscope images of Mo:BiVO4. (b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images (60� tilting) of the final SiOx/Pt/SnO2 nanocone arrays. (c) Cross-sectional SEM images of Mo:BiVO4 on the SiOx/Pt/SnO2 nanocone substrate.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [200].
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Hydrothermal method has been widely used to deposit Fe2O3

NR arrays on FTO substrate. Generally, the hydrothermal condi-
tions at low temperature would result in FeOOH, the hydrated
phase of iron oxide (akaganeite and/or goethite), and an additional
treatment at elevated temperature is necessary to obtain pure and
active hematite photoelectrodes. A typical hydrothermal process
reported by Vayssieres et al. [388] using an aqueous deposition
solution containing FeCl3�6H2O and NaNO3 set at pH 1.5 (set by
HCl). The NR arrays with single-crystalline structure were perpen-
dicularly grown onto the substrate. The diameter of the NRs was
typically 5 nm which self-assembled as a bundle of about 50 nm
in diameter. Using such vertical NR arrays significantly improved
the PEC performance compared with other hematite film mor-
phologies [389–393], which was due to the small NR diameter
for efficient hole transfer and rapid electron transport in the well
aligned NR arrays. However, the PEC performance of the earliest
reported NR arrays was still very low. Until 2011, the PEC perfor-
mance was significantly improved by activating hematite surfaces
using an appropriate annealing treatment [155], and a photocur-
rent density of around 0.52 mA cm�2 at 1.23 vs. RHE was obtained
under standard illumination. Then, Ling et al. [394] reported an
alternative method for the preparation of highly conductive and
photoactive hematite arrays through thermal decomposition of
b-FeOOH in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere (N2

+ air). The pho-
tocurrent density was largely improved up to 1.82 mA cm�2 at
1.23 vs. RHE under the standard testing conditions. Such promising
PEC performance has aroused great interest and as a result, more
and more Fe2O3 NR arrays have been grown by hydrothermal
method for PEC application [151,395,396].
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Electrodeposition has also been used to prepare hematite
nanorod arrays. Mao et al. [397] have reported the growth of
Fe2O3 NR arrays by using anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) as a tem-
plate. A gold layer was sputtered onto one side of the AAO mem-
brane as the growth substrate. The electrodeposition process was
conducted in an aqueous solution containing ferrous sulfate, ascor-
bic acid amidosulfonic acid and boric acid. Following post anneal-
ing, the AAO was removed by dissolution in an aqueous NaOH
solution. The diameter and the length of the rods were determined
by the template diameter and deposition duration, respectively. In
PEC, a 10 mm thick NR array showed a water oxidation photocur-
rent density of about 1 mA cm�2 at a potential of 1.5 V vs. RHE
under AM 1.5 G illumination. As no defined photocurrent plateau
was observed, it was proposed that there was a majority carrier
transport limitation in this nanostructure. Spray et al. [398]
applied an anodic electrodeposition to grow a-Fe2O3 nanostructure
in an aqueous solution containing FeCl2�5H2O and NH4Cl. The pH
values have a great influence on the a-Fe2O3 morphology and NR
arrays with a diameter of tens of nanometers and a length of
1 lm were obtained. Though such NR arrays were photoactive in
an iodide-contained electrolyte, no water oxidation photocurrent
was observed, suggesting low material quality.

Similarly, doping is also an effective way to enhance the PEC
performance of a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays. However, a-Fe2O3 has a
more suitable Eg, which exhibits a wide light absorption range
for PEC. Therefore, the aim of doping in a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays
is not to enhance light absorption but to increase its intrinsically
limited conductivity. This could be easily achieved by substitu-
tional doping using the elements in +4 to +6 state, including Ti
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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[262,399–401], Sn [402–407], Si [408], Zr [404], Ge [409], Se [410],
Ta [411,412], W [413], and Nd [412]. Sn-doping could be achieved
by simply annealing a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays at a higher tempera-
ture (e.g., 800 �C), during which Sn element could diffuse from FTO
substrate to the hematite NRs [402,407]. Other doping strategies
including the addition of the doping element during the synthesis
process (such as in the solution of hydrothermal method) or coat-
ing the pre-deposited a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays followed by post
annealing for element diffusion. For example, Fu et al. [401] pre-
pared the Ti-doped a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays by hydrothermal
method with the addition of TiCl4 in the growth solution of a-
Fe2O3 NR arrays. Shen et al. [414] grow Zr-doped a-Fe2O3 NR arrays
by hydrothermal method through adding the Zr doping source
(ZrO(NO3)2�xH2O) into the growth solution (FeCl3�6H2O and
NaNO3). Xi et al. [393] reported the preparation of Sn-doped a-
Fe2O3 nanorod arrays by dropping SnCl4�5H2O aqueous solution
on hydrothermally grown FeOOH nanorod arrays, followed by
annealing in air at 750 �C for 30 min. Wang et al. [399] applied
an atomic layer deposition process to deposit a TixOy coating on
a pre-deposited hematite nanorod array, which was converted to
Ti-doped a-Fe2O3 NR arrays through post annealing at 700 �C.

In order to accelerate the OER kinetics, modifying the a-Fe2O3

nanorod arrays with an oxygen evolution catalyst to increasing
hole transfer rate to electrolyte is the most effective strategy. The
most important result for the modification of catalysts is to nega-
tively shift the onset potential of photocurrent density. The cata-
lysts were usually deposited on the pre-deposited a-Fe2O3

nanorod arrays. IrOx is the most efficient catalyst in terms of OER
activity [415,416]. However, due to the high cost of Ir, only a few
reports deal with IrOx-decorated hematite for PEC applications.
As a result, many other catalysts for a-Fe2O3 photoelectrode
include Co-Pi [263,417,418], Ni-Fe- and Zn-Co-based LDH, FeOOH,
NiOOH [404], CoOOH [262], Ni(OH)2 [399], and Ni(OH)2/IrO2 [419].
Among these new catalysts, Co-Pi on a-Fe2O3 nanorod arrays not
only improved the overall photocurrent density but also signifi-
cantly shifted the photocurrent onset potential to more negative
values [263,417,418]. This mainly benefited from the bridging
effect of phosphate ions that would facilitate hole injection from
a-Fe2O3 to Co ions.

To further enhance light utilization of a-Fe2O3 NR arrays, the
incorporation of a plasmonic metal nanostructure (e.g., nanoparti-
cles, nanorods, nanopillars) on the photoelectrode surface is desir-
able. However, Thimsen et al. [396] reported a negative water
photooxidation result for the modification of Fe2O3 thin film or
nanoplatelet photoelectrodes with Au nanoparticles. This was
attributed to the presence of surface states at Au–Fe2O3 interface,
which significantly increased recombination. To overcome this
problem, Xu et al. [420] passivated the surface states of Fe2O3

NRs with an Al2O3 layer to form an effective resonant energy-
transfer interface between Ti-doped Fe2O3 and Au NPs. The Ti-
Fe2O3/Al2O3/Au photoelectrode well enhanced PEC performance,
which was attributed to the passivation of the surface states of
Ti-Fe2O3, for relaxing Fermi-level pinning and forming an effective
SPR energy-transfer interface.
4.5.2. Nanotube arrays
Compared with NR structure, NT structure seems to be more

suitable for a-Fe2O3 PEC because the thin walls could afford larger
active area and shorten the distance for hole to reach the solid/-
electrolyte interface. Though hydrothermal methods have been
well developed to synthesize randomly oriented a-Fe2O3 NTs
[421–423], it was still difficult to grow NT array on substrates. In
order to grow a-Fe2O3 NT arrays, Shen et al. [424] have applied
Fe2O3 NT arrays by pyrolyzing Fe(acac)3 (Hacac = 2,4-
pentanedione) at 300 �C in anodic alumina membranes. The NT
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arrays have an outer diameter of about 100–300 nm and a length
of tens of microns.

So far, electrochemical method has been the most effective
technique to grow a-Fe2O3 NT arrays. Rangaraju et al. [425] grow
a self-ordered and vertically oriented array of iron oxide nanotubes
by anodizing a pure iron substrate in an ethylene glycol-based
electrolyte containing NH4F and water. The NTs have the walls of
less than 50 nm thick and the lengths of about 1.5 lm. At an opti-
mized annealing treatment, the obtained sample was a mixed
phases of hematite and maghemite. However, such photoelectrode
had only a small PEC performance (160 lA cm�2, 1.23 V vs. RHE
under AM1.5 illumination). By applying a double step anodization
procedure with the addition of sodium tripolyphosphate in the
electrolyte, a dendrite-like morphology situated over the tube
array was created. Such photoelectrode significantly promoted
the photocurrent density to about 1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 vs. RHE under
the same testing conditions, which was owed to the enlarged sur-
face area for water oxidation and the electron transport highway of
the vertically orientated NT arrays. Then, the work reported by the
same group employed a sono-electrochemical anodization method
to grow the NT arrays with 5–7 nm in thick and 3–4 lm in length
[426]. Annealing the as-deposted NT arrays led to pure hematite
that gave a photocurrent density of about 1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V
vs. RHE under the standard testing conditions. As the a-Fe2O3 NT
arrays grown by electrochemical anodization have a promising
structure and have obtained decent PEC performance, more and
more works on the growth of the a-Fe2O3 NT arrays were reported
[427–429].

4.5.3. Nanotree arrays
Nanotree arrays have been found to be the most efficient nanos-

tructure for a-Fe2O3 photoelectrodes in PEC. Cesar et al. [430] have
grown the promising a-Fe2O3 nanotree arrays by chemical vapor
deposition at atmospheric pressure. The formation of the treelike
structure was realized by the thermal decomposition iron pen-
tacarbonyl, which was highly porous with a minimum feature size
of 5–10 nm. It was found that silicon doping strongly influenced
the morphology and grain size, and the silicon-doped sample show
a preferred orientation with the (0 0 1) basal plane normal to the
substrate. When used in PEC, the Si-doped a-Fe2O3 nanotree arrays
achieved a photocurrent density of 1.45 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE
under one-sun illumination in 1 mol L–1 NaOH. Soon after, Kay
et al. [431] made a further optimization, at the substrate tempera-
ture of 420 �C and carrier gas flow rate of 2 L min�1, the treelike
nanoarrays grew on FTO substrate at a rate of about 100 nmmin�1

and the pure hematite show a strong preferential orientation with
the (1 1 0) axis vertical to the substrate. As a photoelectrode in PEC,
the Fe2O3 nanotree arrays show promisingly high efficiency
(IPCE = 42% at 370 nm and 1.8 mA cm�2 at 1.23 vs. RHE under
the light illumination of AM 1.5 G 100 mW cm�2). By coating a cat-
alytic cobalt monolayer on the Fe2O3 surface, the photocurrent
density at 1.23 vs. RHE was further increased to 2.2 mA cm�2.

As reported previously, VPD parameters greatly influenced the
oriented attachment of a-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Further optimiza-
tion indicated that by increasing the air flow rate from the previous
2 L min�1 (2L photoelectrode) to 6 L min�1 (6L photoelectrode), the
gas residence time was shortened and the particle/precursor ratio
was reduced, resulting in a better adhesion between the particles
while attached to the growing film [416]. Besides, high air flow rate
further enhanced the preferential orientation of the basal planes
normal to the substrate, which would improve majority carrier
transport. At the optimized thickness of 800 nm, the 6 L photoelec-
trode obtained an obviously enhanced photocurrent density of
above 3 mA cm�2. After modification with IrO2 catalyst, the elec-
trode produced a 200 mV shift in the photocurrent onset potential
and the photocurrent density of 3.3 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE was
ping metal oxide nanoarrays-based photoanodes for photoelectrochemical
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obtained under the light illumination of AM 1.5 G 100 mW cm�2.
To further get an insight into structure difference between the
2 L and 6 L photoelectrodes, Warren et al. [432] have studied the
spatial distribution of crystalline and current-carrying domains
by employing a dark-field TEM (DF-TEM) in combination with con-
ducting atomic force microscopy (C-AFM). It is found that the
nanocrystal aggregates in the 2 L photoelectrode had about 75%
high-angle grain boundaries, significantly higher than that in 6L
photoelectrode (18%). C-AFM measurement demonstrated that
the high-angle grain boundaries decreased the photocurrent den-
sity by generating a potential barrier for blocking the transport
of majority carrier between adjacent crystals. Therefore, reducing
the high-angle grain boundaries in nanotree arrays is important
to obtain high photocurrent density and hence high PEC
performance.

4.5.4. Other nanoarrays
Besides the above widely studied nanoarrays, some other a-

Fe2O3 nanoarrays have been synthesized for water oxidation appli-
cation, such as nanosheet arrays, nanospike arrays. Duret et al.
[433] for the first time made an attempt to synthesize an ultrathin
hematite nanostructure by the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis tech-
nique. The obtained Fe2O3 layers were mesoscopic consisting
mainly of 100 nm-sized platelets with a thickness of 5–10 nm,
Fig. 12. (Color online) Sixty degree tilted SEM images of 1000 nm pitch nanospikes with
of multiple layers thin film deposition including, Ti/Pt of 100 nm, FTO of 200 nm and a-F
of a-Fe2O3 decorated nanospikes. (f) J-V curves of the undoped a-Fe2O3 photoelectrode
photoelectrodes based on the three different nanospikes arrays. Reprinted with permiss
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which are oriented perpendicularly to the FTO substrate with
exposing the (0 0 1) facets. Such structure not only allowed for effi-
cient light harvesting, but also reduced hole transport distance
before reaching the electrolyte interface. Liu et al. [409] have
developed a hydrothermal method to grow highly oriented Ge-
doped Fe2O3 nanosheet arrays by using b-FeOOH nanorod arrays
as sacrificial templates. The nanosheets grow in the (0 0 1) basal
plane and aligned vertically on the FTO substrate. These
nanosheets were ultrathin with the thicknesses of <10 nm and
the highly dense film has an overall thickness of about 430 nm.
As a photoelectrode in PEC, the Ge-doped a-Fe2O3 nanosheet
arrays obtained a photocurrent density of 1.4 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V
vs. RHE, about 50 times higher than that of the undoped a-Fe2O3

nanorod arrays.
Thin hematite layer is beneficial to charge collection. However,

the light utilization capacity of the photoelectrode would be sacri-
ficed. To avoid such problem, Qiu et al. [196] fabricated an ultra-
thin hematite layer on the pre-synthesized regular arrays of 3D
conductive nanospikes (Fig. 12). The nanophotonic structures
could significantly improve light absorption in the ultrathin hema-
tite active material, where the large surface area accommodates
the slow surface water oxidation process and act as an efficient
carrier collection path. As a result, a high current density of
3.05 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE has been achieved on such
nanospikes height of about (a) 350, (b) 750, and (c) 1,100 nm. (d) Schematic diagram
e2O3 of 85 nm for water splitting device fabrication. (e) Sixty degree tilted SEM view
and the Ti-doped a-Fe2O3 photoelectrode. (g) J-V curves of the Ti-doped a-Fe2O3

ion from Ref. [196]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
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nanophotonic structures, which is about three times higher than
that of the planar photoelectrode. Then, Li et al. [119] fabricated
a 3D hexagonal FTO nanocone array to support the thin Ti-doped
hematite with a film thickness of 90–100 nm. The nanocone arrays
showed an 86% increment in photocurrent density at 1.23 V vs.
RHE compared to the planar counterpart.
4.6. Other metal oxide photoelectrodes

Besides TiO2, ZnO, WO3, BiVO4 and a-Fe2O3, some other oxide
semiconductor photoelectrodes including SnO2 and Nb2O5 have
also been explored intensively [149,434,435]. For example, a facile
approach for the fabrication of monolayer SnO2 inversed opals is
presented by Chen et al. [434] using polymer colloid monolayer
nanofilms from oil-water interface self-assembly as sacrificial tem-
plates. Monolayer SnO2 inversed opals based photoanode pre-
sented a high photocurrent 2.1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE and
excellent stability. Similar to TiO2, Nb2O5, SrTiO3, KTaO3 and BaTiO3

suffer from low solar conversion performances due to their large
band gaps.
5. Conclusion and outlook

In conclusion, we have systematically reviewed the recent pro-
gresses on various metal oxide-based nanoarray photoanodes for
PEC applications. The structure, work principle and their relevant
efficiency calculations of a PEC cell have been firstly and briefly
introduced. So far, a lot of methodologies and strategies have been
adopted to prepare metal oxide-based nanoarrays for PEC applica-
tions, including VLS and VS, SLS, HT/ST, CBD, TB, EC and precursor
arrays-based methods. By combining some of these methods, the
nanoarray photoelectrodes with various structures could be
designed and prepared, such as homo/heterogeneous branching
structures, type-II junction, p-n junction, Z-scheme system and
hot-electron injection electrode. For different metal oxide (TiO2,
ZnO, WO3, BiVO4 and Fe2O3), NW, NR, NT and nano-branched
arrays have been the most commonly developed photoelectrode
structures. In addition, nanotree array has been the most effective
structure for Fe2O3 photoelectrode, while nanosheet arrays have
been widely employed for WO3 photoelectrodes. WO3/BiVO4

heterojunction nanoarrays have shown much promise to achieve
the highest PEC performance. In order to enhance light utilization,
doping and sensitization strategies have been widely employed for
different photoelectrode, while catalysts have been applied to
improve charge transfer at the photoelectrode/electrolyte
interface.

For future direction, different photoelectrodes should have rel-
evant strategies for improving their PEC performances. The stable
and large photocurrents of the photoanodes are urgent needs for
the future. For TiO2 and ZnO photoelectrodes, the narrow light
absorption range due to their large Eg is the main problems. There-
fore, element doping and/or surface sensitization should be devel-
oped to increase light absorption. Besides, using nanostructures
promoting enhanced light scattering is yet another possible way
to enhance the conversion efficiency. For WO3, Eg is slightly smaller
than those of TiO2 and ZnO, but its CB is more positive than the H+/
H2 redox potential. Therefore, energy level engineering is impor-
tant to elevate the CB position and element doping should be an
effective way, which may further reduce the Eg for enhancing light
absorption. The monoclinic BiVO4 material has a narrower Eg of
2.2 eV and hence a high theoretical PEC efficiency. However, low
charge transport rate considerably suppresses its PEC performance.
To address this issue, designing nanoarray photoelectrode with a
more straight transport way will still be urgent. Besides, hetero-
junction design, just like WO3/BiVO4, needs much more attention,
Please cite this article as: Y. Qiu, Z. Pan, H. Chen et al., Current progress in develo
water splitting, Science Bulletin, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scib.2019.07.017
which has achieved the highest PEC performance so far. a-Fe2O3

could absorb a wide light range due to its smaller Eg of 2.1 eV.
However, low absorption coefficient, poor majority carrier conduc-
tivity and short diffusion length of minority carriers significantly
limited its PEC performance. The future research should focus on
designing and preparing the high-quality nanoarray photoelec-
trode with thin nano units, which may accelerate charge transport
and enhance charge transfer at the interface with electrolyte. In
addition, exploiting more efficient co-catalysts is an another effec-
tive way to enhance hole transfer at the interface and hence reduce
charge recombination loss. Furthermore, the co-catalysts also help
the photoanodes maintain stability under reaction conditions.
Therefore, searching co-catalysts with low overpotential and high
photocorrosion resistance will be a future research direction for
developing high-performance and stable photoanodes. The current
STH efficiency for PEC devices is low, the future research should
focus on unbiased water splitting systems such as PEC/PV and
PEC/PEC system.
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